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OPINION ......... ---~ .... -.--

Southern California Edison Cocpany (Edison) seeks 
authorization to iner~$e its California jurisdictional electric 
rates ap?roximately $339 million (21 percent) annually at the 
estimated 1976 level of sales. Edison originally estimated that the 
proposed rates, if effective for tl'lC full-year 1976 ~ 'Would produce 
a rate of return of about 9.6 per-cent on California jurisdictional 
operations. Its updated est~tes, however, indicate that the 
proposed rates 'Would yield a full-year 1976 rate of return of 9.4 
?ercent. 

After notice, 102 days of hearing were held before 
Commissioner V. L. Sturgeon and/or Examiner N. R. Johnson d~£ing 
the per5.od November 6) 1974 through January 23, 1976, and the :catte= 
was $ubQitted subject to recei?t of concurrent opening briefs due on 
or before y,arch 8, 1976 and concurrent closing briefs due on or 
before March 29, 1976. 

In addition to Edison and the Commi.ssion sta.ff, opocn1t:g 
and/or reply briefs were received from the ~lifornia De?artQent of 
v1ster Resources (DWR.), california 'V.I.::lnufncturers Association (Qt.A), 

C~ittee to Protect California Economy (~ttee), Metropolitan 
t·i~t¢r District .... £ Southern California (~), Secretary of Dcfens<! O:t 

behalf of the Consumer Interests of All Executive Agencies of the 
United States (Government), Toward Utility Rate Normalization (l:~~~, 
~nd Western McbilchoQC Association (WMA). 

-3-
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I - EDISON'S PRESENT OPERA!IONS 

Edison furnishes electric service to over 315 unincor
porated communities and 145 incorporated cities, or portions thereof, 
and outlying rural a4eas in 15 counties in central and soutber~ 
California. !he population of the area served was estimated to be 
7,508,000 as of December 1973. 

Edison also sells electric power for resale to the cities 
of Anaheim, Azusa, Banning, Colton, Riverside, and Vernon, and to 
Sierra Facific Power Coc?any, Southern California Water Company, 
Anza Electric Cooperative, Valley Electric AsSOCiation, and the 
U~ited States ~aval Ammunition Depot at Hawthorne, Nevada. Electric 
power is also sold to, purchased from, or interchanged with Azizona 
Public Service Company, Bonneville Power Administration, tepartme~e 
of Water and Power of the city of Los Angeles, El Paso Electric 
Com?any, Imperial Irrigation Company, Portland General Electric 
Coc?eny, Public Service Company of New Mexico,' Sacramento MuniCipal 
Utility District, Salt River Project, San Diego Gas & Elec~ric 
Com?any, Sierra Pacifie Power Company, State of California, and the 
United States Bureau of Reclamation. 

Edison owns and operates 36 hydroelectric plants, 14 
~he~al electric generating plants, one diesel electric plant; it 
o~erates one jointly owned, coal-fueled thermal electric plant, 
one jointly owned thermal electric nuclear plant, and an electrical 
system owned by the city of Vernon; in addition, others operate for 
Edison and other ageocies one jointly ~ed, coal-fueled thereal 
electric plant and one gas and oil-fueled senerat1ng plant. The 
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total effective operating capacity of these facilities available to 

Edison ~n~er optimum eondit1ons~ as of yc~r-end 1973~ waS 12,265,695 
kilowatts. As of the year-end 1973, Edison had available to it an 
additional 887,600 kilowatts of firm capaeity under terms of power 
purchase agreements, 277,000 kilowatts of effective operating 
capacity at the R?over Dam Power Plant, and 17,060 kilowatts via the 
~nited Staees Bureau of Reclamation at the Pe~ker ta~ sites. 

As of December 31, 1973 Uison hae appro:.<:i.mately 11 .. 188.2 
miles of transmission lines, approximately 40,742 miles of overhead 
distribution lines, and approx~tely 18,473 miles of underground 
distribution cable of 16 kv or less. 

At year-end 1974, Edison had a total of 2,691,691 
C~lifornia jurisdictional customers of which 2,385,705 were classifiec 

• as =esidential customers. 

II ... PARTIAL GE}''"EP.A:.. R..~.1'E !N~"SZ 

On November 4, 1975, after 85 cays of h~3rins And a record' 
which 1ncloded 97 exhibits a.nd more than 7,000 peges of transcript~ 
Edison moved that this COmmission g:ant, as en initial phase of this 
pT.cceed~~3, a ?artial general increase in tee amo~t shown by the 
record to be ju~t:ified ba.sed on the Co~iss:!.~::l st~ff's estim::tes of 
r~ven~es, expenses, and rate base as related t~ fts recommended rate 
of ret~Jl. 

In Decision No. 85294 dated December 30, 1975 we found 
that because of the pro'bo.bilit:y that a decision in this ma.t~'Zr 'tgoult 

rlot be iss·ued in time to provide the test year 1976 revenues focnd 
necessary for jurisdictional operations, a partial general incres.s~ 

. 
N 
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in rates to be construed as an initial phase in this proceeding was 
justifiee to arrest Edison's continuing erosion of earnings, to 

materially improve 1es financial performance, to enhance its ability 
to raise the additional capital required for financing its continuing 
construction programs, to provide better investor acceptance of its 
secur1ties 1 and to redue~ the risk of having these securities derated. 

The amOW'lt of the partial genera.l rate increase authorized 
was based on- the. staff's showing that $80 million of additional 
revenues was required to provide the 12.25 percent return on equity 
adopted as reasonable in Decision No. 81919 dated September 25~ 1973 
on Edison's Application No. 53488 for a general rate increase. 

This $80 million. partial increase, with one exception, was 
apportioned to the various customer groups on a uniform cents per 
kilowatt-ho'UX' basis because at that time " ••• the record is not yet 
completed or fully argued on the appropriate rate design for the 
apportionment of the authorized partial general 1nere~se, we are ~ot 
in a position to logieally apportion this increase to the various 
customer groups in aecordance with one rate spread recommendation 
in preference to another." (Decision No. 85294, mimeo. page 12 .. ) 

The above noted exception was that portion of the domestic 
rate within the 0 to 300 kilowatt-hour a month co~umpt1on block 
which had substantially no increase and was considered as the first 
step in the establishment of lifeline rates for Edison as required 
by AB167. These rates~ further discussed in Section VI of this 
deciSion, reflect a simplified rate structure consisting. of a 
customer charge and tw'o energy blocks (0 ... 300 kilcwatt ... hcurs··per 
month and over 300 kilowatt-hours per month). 

f 

• 
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III - RATE OF RETURN 

General 
The United States Supreme Coure has broadly defined the 

revenue requirement of utility companies as being the minimum amount 
which will enable the company to operate successfully, to maintain 
its financial integrity, and to compensate i~s investors for risks 
assumed (Federa,l Power Commiss ion et a1. v The Hope Natt.."t'al Cas 
Company (1944) 320 US 59l, 605; 88 1,. ed 333, 346) and will permit 
it to earn a return on the value of the property which it employs 
for the convenience of the public equal to that generally being 
made at the same time and in the same general part of the country on 
investments in other business undertakings which are attended by 

corresponding risks and uncertainties (Bluefield Waterworks and -Improvem~nt Company v West Virginia Public Service Commission (1923) 
262 US 679, 692, 693; 67 L. ed at 1176). The determination of the 
sum speci£i~ to saeisfy these requirements derives from the applica
tion of logic and informed j udgcent to numerous complex and inter .. 
related factors such as the cost of money, capital structure of the 
utility in question as compared with other similar utilities, interest 
coverage ratios, return on common equity, price/earnings ratios, and 
price/'book ratios. In California this net revenue requirement is 

expressed as a percentage return on weighted average depreciated 
rate base for california jurisdictional operations and is intended to 

provide sufficient funds to· pay interest on the utilities' long-term 
debt, dividends on its preferred and preference stock,and a pre
determined reasonable ret'lJ%'rI on cotll!%lOn equity. Complete show~gs 

-7-
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on the revenue requirement of Edison in this matter were presented 
by Edison and the Commission staff. In addition, 1n its briefs 
Government and TURN argued that the return on equi~y of 12.25 per
cent found reasonable in Decisions Nos. 81919 and f:S294 is adequate 
and need not be increased. 
Position of Edison 

An overview of Edison '5 position relative to the amount of 
a revenue increase needed was presented by its chairman of the 
board of directors and chief executive officer, Mr. J. K. Horton. 
He testified that it was necessary to file this, the fourth general 
rate increase application in a Six-year period, because of the con
tinued worsening of the economic clicate in which Edison must operate. 
According to his testtmony, the problem of general inflation has 
been aggravated by the current energy source shortage and its effect 
on fossil fuel prices and by environmental control measures that not 
only result in substantially higher operating costs but frequently 
involve significe.nt investment in production equipment~which is not 
only expensive and nonrevenue producing,but also sometimes tends 
to reduce the operating efficiency of the utilities' facilities. To 
combat experienced attrition he recommended the adoption by this 
Commission of a range of reasonableness of plus or minus 0.75 percent 
for rate of return and plus or minus two percent for return on equity, 
with the initial rates designed to produce earn1ngsat the upper 
end of the ra~e. Such action would, in his opinion, insure Edison's 

.. 8-
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earning the full authorized rate of return for the test year in 
question. In addition, he proposed adjustment clauses, similar eo 
existing fuel cost adjust~ent clauses, which would permit expeditious 
rate adjustment procedures to track changes in such basic items as 
property taxes, labor rates, and bond interest. 

Edison's basic presentation on its required revenue 
increase, expressed as a requested rate of return of 9.6 percent 
on depreciated rate base, was made by its then financ~l vice presi
dent, the late Mr. Smith B. Davis. He assumed a .capital structure 
consisting of SO percent debt with an embedded cost of 6.31 percent, 
13 percent preferred and preference stock at a cost of 6.91 percent, 
and 37 percent common equity with a return on equity of 15 percent. 
Inasmuch as most of the cost of bonds and preferred stock, fixed by 

. the terms of the offering, are already a matter of record, contro
versy on a~ appropriate allowable rate of return centers about ~he 
appropriate return on common equi1:y that should be permi1:ted. '!his 
return on common equity allowance is necessarily a judgment figure 
based on many factors such as trends in interest rates and coverages 
for senior securities, earnings comparisons, cap-ital s~ructurec, and 
the financial health of the involved utility. 

YA%'. Davis' testimony was included in Exhibits 4 and 40 .. 
In addition, he presented statistical comparisons and other financial 
data L"t Exhibits 1, lA, 8, SA, 38, and 39.. The salient points 
emphasized in his presentation are as follows: 

1. Edison estimates that for the period 1974-1978 
it will have to rely on external financing 
for about $471,000,000 a year (approxi~tely 
71 percent of its requirements) as contrasted 
to approximately $166,000,000 (approxi=3t ely 
5S percent of i~s requircQents) a year for 
the period 1963-1973. 

-9-
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2. During the most recen~ two years n~ Aa. public 
utility bonds and public utility preferred 
stock have been issued Bt a cost ranging from 
7.0 to 8.5 percent with the most recent issue 
of bonds going for 8.05 percent and the most 
recent issue of preferred stock costing 8.60 
percent. (In its reply brief~ Edison notes 
that its $150 million Series FF bonds were 
issued on Y~reh 6, 1975 at a cost of 9.03 
percent, its $125 million Series GG bonds 
~ere issued on Y~rch 17 1976 at 4 cost of 
9.04 percent, and that $50 million preferred 
stock issued in June of 1975 sold that month 
at a cost of 9.47 percent.) 

3. Edison's embedded cost of debt rose from 
3.97 percent in 1963 to 5.56 percent in 
1973 and is expected to increase to 6.31 
percent 1n 1976. 

·4. Comparative statistics of operating and 
financial characteristics were developed for 
the 20 larges~ electric utilities, for Moody's 
24 public utilities consisting of 14 electric 
utilities and 10 combination utilities, and 
for Moody's industrials consisting of a 
composite group of 125 unregulated companies 
representing almost all major standard 
industrial classifieation codes (SIC Codes). 
These comparative statistics generally 
indicate that most of the 20 largest utilities 
and Moody's 24 utility companies are similar 
to Edison with respect to bond ratiag, times 
interest coverage ratios before and after 
tu.xes, and capital structure and that Edison r s 
earnings per year growth has averaged about 
the same or somewhat less than those of these 
other comparison companies. 

5. Utilities having Aa rated bonds should aspire 
to the maintenance of interest coverage of 
about 4.0 ti~es ~fore ~a~P& and about 3.0 
times after taxps. 

-10-
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6. A loss 10 bond rating from Aa to A not 
only increases the cost of deht but tends 
to reduce available markets because of 
investment laws which restrict banks, 
insurance coopanies, and other institutions 
fro~ purchasing bonds and preferred stock 
which do not meet specified minimum 
cov~age requirements. 

7 . The oera tins of utility bonos from All. 
to A is a real threat as evidenced by 
the nucber of electric utilities that have 
been derated during the 1968 to 1973 
period. . 

8. Edison's experienced and trended return 
on co~~n equity is well below the 20 largest 
utilities, Moody's 24 utilities, and MOody's 
industrials. 

9. Edison's stock prices have declined more 
during the period from year·end 1968 to 
year-end 1973 than have the stock prices of 
th~ comparison companies. 

10. the price/earnings ratio for Edison and the 
two utility groups averaged well below those 
of lo'lOO<:!y's industrials during the 1963-1973 
period. 

11. For the 20 largest utilities and Moody-'s 
24 utilities to reach parity in pricelbook 
ratios with ind~strlals, the return on common 
~quity required would appear to average between 
15 and 16 percent for the 1963-1973 period 
and between 17 and 18 percent for the 1968-1973 
period .. 

l2.. The inclusion of $400 million nonoperative 
construction work 1n progress in rate base 
woul<:! help mitigate Edison's serious cash 
flow problem by increasing cash flow by $38.4 
million for 1976, $40.3 million for 1977, and 
$42.3 million for 1975~ a total of $12l.1 million 
for these three years. Furthermore, according 
to Mr. Davis' testimony, this additional cash 
flow) coupled with the accompanying dividend 
savines rcslized as a result 0= sellins fewer 
shares of common stock, 'WOuld deerease 
Edison's external financing requirements by 
$13e.5 million. 

-u-
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Mr. Davis further testified that bec.suse of the increase 
in cost of debtaod preferred and preference stock since ehe appli
cation was filed, it would be necessary for Edison to earn a rate 
of return of 9.73· percent to provide the requested return on equ!ey 
of 15 percent. 
Position of Coa~iss1on Staff 

!he $,taff position on the cos t of capital and recommended 
rate of return was presented by Financial Examiner IV Russell J. 
Leonard. Mr. Leonard's preparee testimony discussed his accoQpanyicg 
exhibit containing 27 tables and S charts concerning interest rates, 
debt costs, earnings, capital structure, financing and other data 
pertaining to growth in net plant investment, revenues, expenses, 
and customers. Trends and five-year averages are shown for the 
years 1967-1973 in many of ehe tables in a form which compares 
Edison's operating results with averages developed for 10 electric 
utilities, Pacific Gas and Electric Cocpany (PG&E), and 10 combination 
gas and electric ~tilities. 

Mr. leonard assumed anticipated debt issues aggregating 
$160 million in 1975 and $303.5 million in 1976 to which he applied 
estimated interest rates of six percent for pollution control bo~ds, 
eight percent for mortgage bonds, and 6.64 percent for notes to 

yield an estimated embedded cost of debt as of December 31, 1976 of 
6.35 p~rcent. Under cross-examination he increased this to 6.45 
percent to reflect the cost ~xpericnced with the latest offerings. 
In addition, Mr. Leonard included in his estimate a $75 million 
preferred stock issue with an estimated dividend rate of eight per
cent resulting in an overall preferred and preference rate of 6.87 

. . , 
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percent. This figure was also revised upwards during cross-examina
tion to 6.94 percent to reflect an actual issue of $50 million of 
preferred stock in June 1975 at a cost of 9.47 percent. 

Mr. Leonard testified that a comparison of reported 
earnings and related data for the sel~eted group of utilities was 
used as a guide in the development of a range of recommended rate 
of return.. He noted, however, that the recorded cocparison dats. 
does not reflect the consequences of adjustments which would be 
considered in the ratemaking process and that the experienced 
earnings may be above or bel~7 normal. In addition, differences in . . 
the operations of comparison companies, such as income derived from 
nonutility operations. consumer mix, types of service provided, and 
the economic and regulatory en~vironment of their respective service 
areas, necessitate consideration of factors other than historical 
earnings comparisons. Mr. Leonard did Dot include comparison o8ta 
for industrial enterprises because the business and financial risks 
of such enterprises eiffer from those confronting ~uolic utilities 
because of the cyclical nature of the industrial's earnings,. the 
effect of eo~pet1tive influences,. and the generally higher proportions 
of common equity in their capital structure. 

Y..r. ~onard recommended an earn1ngs allowance for common 
equity ranging from 11.99 percent to 12.77 percent with an apprOXi
mate c<>verage for interest on long ... t~rCl debt of 2 .. 81 to 2.91 times 
after income taxes and a coverage for debt interest and for dividends 
on preferred and preference stock of 2.17 to 2.25 times after incOQe 
taxes. The application of the range of return 00 commoo equity of 
11.99 to 12.77 percent to the staff's assumed capital structure and 

-13-
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cost of debt and preferred stock results io the staff's recommended 
rate of return ranging from 8.60 to 8.90 percene ap~l1eable to the 
California jurisdictional rate base as determined ir1 this proceed:tng .. 
K1:.. I.eonard testified that in his opinion the earnings resule:f.ng 
fr¢m his recommended rate of return would result in fair rates for 
consucers and provide a reasonable return to investors in Edison's 
common stock. 
Position of Government 

In its brief on this matter, Covernmene argues that the 
United States Supreme Court has indicated that a utility's raee 
of return should be sufficient to enable a company to attract new 
capital and maintain its credit standing and financial integrity 
and to provide a return to the equity holder commensurate with 
returns being earned on investments in other enterprises having 
corresponding risks. 

Government further,argues that ratemak1ng philosophy has 
developed to restrict earnings at or near the minimum level that 
meets such criteria and that, since embedded cost of debt and pre
fe:-red stock are established by' the terms of the offerings, such 
return is governed by the cost of common equity which in turn is 

governed by corresponding r1sks_ According to Government~ Edison's 
exhibit entitled 'Tinancial Characteristics, Cost of Money, and 
Required Return" does nt>t sat:tsfactorily address the subject of 
correspond:tng risk. This conclusion is based on a table-by-table 
analysis of the exhibit as follows: 

1. Tables 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. 6, a.nd 7,. together with 
Charts 1, 2, 3, and 4 do not address the subject 
of comparable risks. 

I, 
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2. Table SA and Chart 5 deal ~ith the 
embedded cost of debt. 

S. Tables 9, 10, and 11 pres~nt dats for 
comparative companies and the results, 
according to GOvernment, indicate that 
Edison is in better financial shape 
than th~ other comparative companies. 

4. Table 13 compares the operating characteristics 
of utilities and Moody's industrials and, 
according to Gov~r~ment,is meaningless. 

5. Edison's debt ratio has gone down over the 
past ten years ~hile that of comparison 
groups has increased. 

6. Edison's equity ratio has declined roughly 
half as much as that of comparison compan!es. 

7. A list of bond deretings is interesting 
information but pr¢·~cles no in=~rmation 
regardinz eompcrablc risks. 

8. Computations regarez:r.g Ec1fzon '5 bocd 
indenture and preferred stock coverege 
do not relate to comparable risks. 

9. Data on comparative earnings, the bargain 
price of stock, price/earning ratios, 
and price/book ratios are of 00 value in 
determining required earnings on equity. 

10. Tables 24 and 25 contain mathematical cal
culations deriving the ratios of p~ice/book 
ratios of Moody's industrials to the price/ 
book ratios of comparison utility companies 
and derive a factor ~h1ch represents the 
avera~e premium of recorded earnings over 
Moody S Aa utility bond yield. According 
to Government, ehese mnthematical calcula
tions have no value in de1:eX'Clin!ng required 
earnings on equity. 

-15-
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Government's overall conclusions from the above-described 
review of Mr • Davis ' tables and charts is that there is little in ' 
those materials that addresses the subject of reletive risk or 
comparablG earnings and what little relative material there 1~ 
contained in the exhibit indicates that Eeic~n is in as good as or 
better position than the other groups. Therefore, Government eon
cludes, earnings on equity for Edison should be in the 12 to 12.5 
percent ranze. 

Government fu:ther argues that the staff presentation is 

much more accurate and meaningful than that of Edison's and that a 
similar table-by-table review of the staff showing presents us with 
~ny more measures of comparable risks than does the eompany shcwiag. 
C~v~rnment notes that Edison is comparable to t~e comparison gro~~s 
set forth in the staff eXhibit except in the area of operating 
expenses. From this eomparison Government concludes that the staff's 
exhibit su~ports a return on equity allowance in the range of l2 to 
12'.5 percent, the same as resul:ed from its analysis of Eoison's 
showing. Government compares its reeocmended range of return on 
equity to Decision No. 84902 dated September 15, 1975 on PG&Efs 
Applications Nos. 54279, 54280, and 54281 wherein this Commission 
found th~t the ~inimum reasonable return on equity was 12.0 pereenZ 
(mimeo page 129) and concludes that the return on common equity to 

be allowed in this ease should not exceed the 12.25 percent found 
reasonable in Decision No. 81919. 

" 
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Position of TURN 

In its brief TORN argues that Edison is requesting the 

highest utility equity rate in the nation to permit it to compete 1n 
the capital market, restore premiums of common over bond yields. and 
achieve what Edison believes is proper interest coverage ... TURN 
notes that witness testimony by Edison indicated that returns 00' 

investment and equity were not exorbitant in the context of the then 
existing 10 percent prime rate and eight to nine percent bond rate. 
TURN notes t~4t Decision No .. 85294. effective December 30, 1915, 
granted an $80 million increase to provide a return on investment 
of 8.7 percent and return on equity of 12.25 percent. TURN notes 
that the authorized return on equity is above the minimum of the 
range recotnmended by the staff witness and argues that it is there
fore fully compensatory in view of the drop in prime rate from lO 
percent effective in January 1975 to its present low level .. 
TURN also as·s'UlDes that the recent rise in stock prices will result 
in corresponding increases in the price of utility stocks. TORN 
further argues that this Commission must recognize Edison's relative 
financial good health and should, therefore~ grant Edison 00 further 
increase .. 
Discussion 

Edison's eapital ratios at the end of the 1976 test year as 
estimated by Edison end the Commission staff are compared below 
together with the capital structure aoopted in these proceedings: 

Com?onent ~14~ant ~f Adopted 
Long-Term Debt 50.001. 48.2Z7. 49.957-
Preferred and !"ref. Stock 13 .. 00 13.11 13.63 
CotIllDOn Stoek Equity 37.00 38.67 36.42· 

Total Ioo.UW. 115oJ)~ 1'00.750% 

.. 
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Both Edison and the staff provided for $290 million of 
e~ternal financing in 1975 based on estimated sales of securities 
consisting of long-term. debt, $160 million; preferred stock, $50 
million; and common stock, $80 million. The increase in retained 
earnings for 1975 was estimated as $64 million by Edison and $73 
million by the staff. 

A revi~ of the Edison's 1975 annual report on file with 
the Coomission discloses that (a) $161 million of long-term debt 
was issued at an ap?roximate cost of 8.86 p~rcent, including $150 
million of Series FF bonds costing 9.03 percent; (b) $50 millio~ 
of preferred stock was sold at a cost of 9.47 percent; (c) retained 
earnings increased by $65 million; and Cd) additional common shares 
were not issued or sold during the year. 

TOS2tisfy expected eonstruction outlays and bond refundings 
in 1976, Edison and the staff'estimated that a portion of the neeeed 
funds would be obtained from issuance of long-term debt in the 
amount of $303.5 million and sale of $180 million of common stock. 
Edison estimated that the increment in retained earnings for the 
year would amount to $22 million as contrasted to the $108 million 
used by the staff which ga~e consideration to the ~act of a 
general rate increase in 1976. 

The Commission takes. official notice of Decision No. 8549l 
dated February 20, 1976 under which authority Edison sold $125 million 
of its Series GG bonds in 'tI~reh at a cost of 9 .. 00 percent.. With 
respect to financing anticipated for the remainder of 1976, the 
eo~pany's 1975 annual report to stockholders states on page 12: 
"The timing and amount: of additional external financing will depend 

" 
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largely on regulatory action relating to rates and market conditions 
but :may amount to $150 million and inc1tlde the issuance of common 
stock a.nd other borrcwings." 

In light of these developments, it is evident that the 
estimates of both Edison and the staff are inapplicable in these 
proceedings. The capital structure urged by Edison ooes not represent 
an estimate of the actual position at the end of 1976 but rather an 
objece1ve which it hopes to achieve; on the o~her hand, the staff's 
cst1m~tc docs not reflect subsequent events. 

The capital structure adopted herein as reasonable for the 
1976 test year recognizes the financing which has actually been 
accomplished and simultaneously takes into account an increment of 
$55 million for retained earnings and the issuance of an additional 
$150 million of securities segregated equnlly between debt bearing a 
9.00 percent interest rate and common stock. As to the cost of 
senior securities, we will adopt as reasonable an embedded cost of 
6.51 percent for debt and 6.94 percent for preferred and pre=erence 
stock after considering the financing alre3dy completed in 1976 and 
to be un~ertaken for the remainder of the year. 

',' 
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One of the considerations in the determination of ~be 
amount of increase presently sought by Edison is the level of 
earnings necessary to restore the market price of its common 
stock to at least book value. According to the testimony of 
Edison's witness a return on equity of 15 percent will not 
automatically result in the restoration of the market price of 
Edison's common stock to book price but that absent such a 
return the .achievement of this stated goal would be impossible. 

In support of this position, Edison presented Table 24 
of Exhibits 1 and 1A and Exhibits 10 and lO-A supplementing said 

'Table 24. Table 24 was intended ~ establish a relationship 
between a change in return on common equity and a change in the 
price/book ratio by factoring the price/book ratios of MOody's 
industrials with price/book ratios of the 20 largest utilities 
and with Moody's public utilities. !he relationship thus estab
lished indicated that t:he return on common equity necessary to 

raise the price/book ratio of utility stock up to that of Moody's 
industrials was 15.0 to 15.7 perc~nt for the years 1963-1973 and 
from 17.3 to 18.1 percent for the years 1968-1973. Transl..ating 
this data from the 20 largest electric utilities and Moody's 
public utilities to Edison's operations indicates that a reeurn 
on common equity of 15 percent would raise Edison's price/book 
ratio ~o 1.2 times the priee/book ratio of Moody's industrials. 
In response to a question by the examiner~ witness Davis admitted 
that according to the developed data a return on equity of 
13.28 percent would raise Edison's price/book ratio fro~ its 
existing level of 0.65 up to the desired 1.0. 

" 
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Another factor utilized by Edison in support of its 
15 percent return on common equity request is times interest 
eoverage. Witness Davis testified that Edison required a 
15 percent return on common equity to provide an interest 
coverage of about three tim~s and that such a. coverage 1s nec
essary for Edison to maintain its Aa. bond rating. Mr. Davis 
further testified that although a 2.75 or 2.73 times· 1nterest 
coverage ~y have been satisfactory historica11y~ he believes 
that because of Edison's large future construction requirements 
an increase to at least three times interest coverage will be 
required for Edison to maintain its present bond rating. In its 
brief. Edison argued that in Decision No. 81919 we found thet an 
8.2 percent rate of return resulting in 12.25 percent return on 
common equity and 2.91 times interest coverage after incoQc tax~s 
was the mini~~ rate of return which Edison needed to 8ttr~ct 
capital at reasonable cost and not impair its cr~dit. Edison 
further argues that since the after ~ ir.te:est coverage is a 
mos~ fmpo~~nt measure of the credit worthiness of a utility in 
the eyes of the investor~ it is diff1=ul: to und~stand how a 
minimum coverage r~qu~~~~~t of 2.9 times in 1973 can realis
tically 'b¢cot::e mo~:e tC&U the fX!S::iJ:lum .c.!loo;.1~"::>le cov~r~$e in-:luded 
in the: staff's recotImended rcnge of rate o~ ret~~ a~1:er 3;Gjusting for 
the latest recorded ~bcdded cost of debt and pzeZe~~cd stock 
dividend ratios. Staff witness Leonard testified under cross
examination ~hat while times interest coverage was a factor 
considered in developing a recommended range in rate of return, it 
was a computed end result rather than a controlling factor in the 
determination of a recommended rAte of return. In Decision 
No. 81919 we stated fl ••• we find that 8.2 percent is a. reasonable 
ratra of return to be ap?11cd to the California jurisdictional rate 
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base. This return is the minimum needed to attraet capital at 
reasonable cost and Dot impair the credit of the utility_ An 
8.2 p~rcent rate of return on that portion of capital aserlbed 
to the California jurisdietional rate biLse would provide an 
approximate interest coverage, before taxes on ine~ of 3.94 
times, and 2.91 times after taxes." (Mimeo. page 70.) It is 
obvious that the min1mum referred to was the rate of return 
and not the tfmes interest coverage as Edison incorrectly 
alleges. 

Another factor for consideration in arriving at the 
proPQr rate of return level is the additional investment tax 

credit benefits accruing to Edison as & result of the Tax 
Reduction Act of 1975 (~). The record shows that Edison 
elected Option 2, ratab~e £l~-througli) for the 
additional 6 percent investment tax credit provided for by TRA. 
In Decision No. 85627 dated March 30, 1916 on Southern CAlifornia 
Gas Company's Applications Nos. 55676 and 55544 and San Diego Gas 
& El~tr1e Company's Applications Nos. 55611 and SSS43 in a 
similar sit\l8..tion, we found as follows: uS. A rate of return 
adjustment downward of 0.25 percent on an $824.5 million rste 
bas~ will b~st recognize the reduction in risk claimed by ~l 
in its choice of Option 2." Similarly in Re SoCal Gas Co.) 

Decision No .. 86595 dated November 2, 1976 in Application No. 55345 
at page 96, we recognized "that because of SoCal' s election of 
Option II, cash flow would be max1mized. interest cover.a.gc increased, 
and the ~inancial requirements in constructing facil~ties and 
acquiring gas supplies relieved". The corresponding reduction in 

. . 
risk redounding to Edison from its election of Option 2 was 
included in our considerations in arriving at our adopted rate 
of return .. 

" 
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After careful consieere.:ion of all the previously dis
cussed relevant factors in the development of 4 reesonable r~t~r.n 
on common eq~ity we adopt ~s reasonable a return on equity of 
~2.63 percent which, applied to our adopted ,capital structure and 
costs, translates to a rate of return of 8.8 percent developed 
as follows: 

Long-term DC!bt 
Prefe~-red & Preference Stock 
Common Equ1~y 

Total 

Capital 
Ratio 

49.95 
13.63 
36.42 

100 .. 00 

Cost 
Factor 

6.51 
6.94 

12.63 

Weighted 
Cost 

3.25 
.. 95 

4,60 
8.80 

This return on eapieal is the minim~ ne~ded to ~ttrsc~ 
capital at a reasonable cost and not impair the credit of Edison. 
Th1s rate of return will provide an approximate times interes~ 
coverage efter income taxes of 2.71 times and an interest plus 
preferred dividend coverege of 2.09 times.. Relating this 
8.8 percent rate of return to our subsequen:ly discussed adopted 
sum:::axy bf earnings for Edison's California jurisdictional operz.

tions results in a gross revenue increase of approximately 
$122.5 million over the rates authorized by Decision No. 819l9, 
or $44.5 million over the rates authorized by Deeision No. 85294 • 

. , ". 
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rv - RESULTS OF OPERATION 

Ceneral 
Complete results of operation testimony and exhibits 

y~re presented by Edison and the Commission staff. In addition, 
Govern~ent's consulting engineer, Mr. D. J. Reed, presented testi
mony and exhibits setting forth 1976 test year estimates of sales, 
revenues, and customer bills by rate schedules for domestic 
S~hedules D-1 through D-6 and general serv!ce Schedules A-l 
through A-8. 

Edison's estimates %efleet revenues and expenses 
including the effect of anticipated fuel cost adjustment billing 
factors (FCABF) whereas the staff's and Government's esZimates 
r~flect revenues and expenses at base costs 8uthorizcd by Dee1~ic~ 

No,;.. _8l.9~ __ Gevernmentt.s c.st1cates are by rete schedule ~md J:lre: 
therefore, not directly eo~par~ble to Edison's and the staff's 
estimates by revenue classifications. They do, however, encom
pass $27,805,000 of the total $28,384,000 dif~erent1al between 
the staff's and teison's estimates and were, therefore, v~lueble 
in caki~g o~r determinations. With rcs~ct to the d1~fcrenee 
b~twcen rc~enue cl~ssificat1on and rate schedu~e es~imate ~rcsen
tA.t~.ons ~c sta-ted in Daeision No. 81919 as follows: 

"":t should be noted·that all of the customer 
groups as used by Edison and the staff are 
not strictly com?srable to the classes of 
service under which Edison reports its 
revenues under the FPC's Uniform System of 
Accounts. ':Lhe customer groups are directly 
related to the various rate schedules, whaeas 
it is necessary to allocate revenU2S fro= 
some ~:chedules in order to a.rrive at revenues 
for classes of service. Sales to public a.uthor
ities are an example of this. In future rste 
cases it would be helpful if the presentations 
were c.Qnsistent" a.nd cus.tOUler gr<>uf.s seem to us 
to be preferable for ~his purpose.' (~..!meo 
page .. 73.) 
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!'he validity of this statement was emphasized by the inability 
to directly compare the estimates of record in this p~oceeding. 
Since estimates by ra.te schedules are utilized by Edison in the 
preparation of its revenue estimates, the o=ission of such Qata 
from the primary exhibits docs not appear to be justified .. 

Before detailing the bases for adopting the individual 
revenuc, expense, and rate base items, it is necessary to resolve 
the following th~ee issues of general concern: (1) The proper 
level of fossil fuel costs to be used for the test year revenue 
and expense estimates; (2) the p:-oper level of '(I1age adjusttn'~t 
to be applied to the test year estimates; and (3) the effect of 
Edison's recent force reductions on test year operating costs. 

The staff's estimates of operating revenues, prcsc:n::ed 
by Associate Utilities Engineer V. G. ~~tnamJ and fuel a~d pu=ehased 
power expenses, presented by Associate Utilities Engineer 
H. J. Lindenmeyer, reflect base rates and unit fossil fuel costs 
established by Deeisio:c. No. 81919 for a general rate increase on 
the basis that the fuel cost adjustment increments of revenues 
and cx?cnses were pro?crly includable in Case No. 9886, our 
inv~stigation into electric utility fuel cost adjustment tariff 
?r¢visions and p~oecdures. Such a procedure was essentially 
ado(>ted for a Similar situation in DeCision No. 84902 dated 
September 16, 1975 on Pacific Gas and Electric Company's (PG&E) 
A~plication No. 54279 for a general rate increase of its ~lectrie 
rates. DeciSion No. 857~1 dated April 27, 1976 on Case No. 9386 
established the parameters for the dcvclopo~t of an Energy Cost 
Adju~tment Clause (ECAC) to replace the existing Fuel Cost AdjusQcent 
Billing Factor (FCABF). The base r~tes incorporated into 
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Edison's resulting ECAC are those rates for electric service in effect 
on December 3l, 1975 and consist of the rates established by Decision 
No. 81919 ~lus the fuel cost billing factor adjustment of 0.949 cents 
Pel: ldlotY'att-hour authorized by Resolution No. E-1414 adopted 
No~ember 13, 1974 and the partial s~neral increase authorized by 
Decision No. 85294. Consistent with our action in Decision No. S4~02 
~ie will retain the indiV'idua1ity of these two separate matters by 

basing our adopted results of operations and revenue requirement 
computat:i.ons on the base rates and unit fossil fuel cost established 
by Decision No. 81919. .-

Edison's presentation ~as premi~ed on the asSuo?t1on that 
a g~neral wage increase of 7 percent would beco~e effective 
January 1, 1976. For comparability the staff's est~ate included 
such a wage adjustment which ~as then b~cked out as a lump sum 
adj ustment on the bas is t.hat it i::~:1 not t~e: r.2got iatec1 as of that 
t1m~. At::<),ched as A~t:~~~:~:& -co ::;5.!.soll~$ re?!7 br~c: was a CO?Y of 
a letter to its supervisory P~~$o:~el ov~~ the $ig~~ture of 
Jack K. Horton, the cha1.::-J'Jan of the board, a.."'l:lo".lt'lci:lg tho? gr.=i.nting 
or offering of an 8.5 percent 1~er~ase to e~~l~yazs. U~~~r t~ese 
circumstances a lump sum amount of $2,05:~;lOCO 'Will be i:ocluced i~ 
our a'opted expenses to· aceo~oCate the difference betw~~~ the 

7 ~nd 8.5 percent adjustments. 
o~ July 3

7 
1975 Edison announced it.had launched an 

additional cost reduction progr~ designed to further cut expensc~ 
by 5 percent. A staff witness testified that the resultant cavins~ 
cou2d be on th~ order of $15 million a year. This was rebutted by 
an Edison witness who testified that prel~inary studies indiea~d 
~n $11 million eos~ reduction. We will utilize the $11 million 
~educt1on in our adopted results • 

. ,. 
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A. REVENUES 

Edison's rev~e ~s~im@.~es were presented by its 
assistant comp~roller, Mr. R. ~. Scofield, and supported by the 
~cbuttal test~ony of its supervising rate engineer, Mr. C. Hyde. 
The SAles estimates are prepared by 4 cocmittee consisting of 
representatives from Edison's Comptrollers, Communications and 
'Energy Management r s Stsff Se'rVices, Customer Service, and Rcv~ue 
Requirements Deperttllents, the System Operation Division of the 
Power Supply D~partmen:, and the Elect~ic System Planning Division 
of the System D~e1opment Depertment.. The kwhr sales and numbe= 
of eustom~r esti~tes eeveloped by this e~it:ee are given ~ 
the Revenue Requirements Department ~hich, based on past record~ 
oats, develops the est1ma:ed future revenues by both rate sched
ules and revenue classifications. 

Eaison's latest sales and r~e~~e forecasts reflect 
estimates resulting from such a committee meeting held on 
February 18, 1975. These estimates generally reflected lesser 
revenues, sales, and customers than the original est:!.mates 
included with the ap?licat1on because of the effect of the . 
genaral deterioration of the economy. 

Y.I%'. ~Iyde, in his re".>uttal test:!.mony, testified that in 
spite of the fact that both the staff and Government had late:
rec:ord~ data t~n Edison at the time their est1I:l:.ates were. 
?repared, Edison's estimates were the more aecur&te ones b~eus~ 
nei~her the Government's nor the Commission staff's witnesses 
prop~rly considered the effect of such factors as changes in 
customer's utilization of equipment, discontinuance of Edison's 
promotional activities, the present emp~s1s on conservation~ 
and the current high level of Edison's ra.tes • 

. 
" 
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Commission Staff's Revenue Estimates 
The Commission staff's engineer testified thae the staff 

initially delayed its independent forecast of kwhr sales and reve-
~nues until it was able to consider one full year's experience under 
our conservation orders issued as a result of Case No .. 95,8l~ our 
investigation of the energy and fuel requirements of electrie 
public utilities. As a result, the basic projections he 
used for the 1975 and 1976 estimates reflected recorded data for 
1974 through April 1975. Estimates were prepared by rate schedules 
and the overall reasonableness of the estimates were verified by 

estimates prepared by revenue classification. According to the 
testimony of this witness, the downward trend of sales which pre
dominated the 1974 recorded data reversed itself for all classes 
of service except industrial and resale as of December 1974. In 
addition, as of the date of his testimony (August 1, 1975) it 
appeared to him that the industrial ~les trend had bottomed out 
but he would need later data to verify this faet. 
Government's R~enue Estimates 

Mr .. D. J. Reed, 8. conSUlting engineer, appearing on 
beha 1f of Government, presented testimony and exhibits setting 
forth estimated 1976 test year sales, revenues, and customer 
bills by rate schedules for domestic Schedules D-l through D-6 
and g~neral service Schedules A-1 through A-S. 

In general the method utilized for the preparation of 
the ~?mestie schedules consisted of projecting, by rate schedules, 
the r~corded number of customers adjusted for zone ehar~es and 
condcm~t1ons and the average usage per ~ustomer. y~. Reed's 
review ~f the consumption patterns led him to the conclusion 
that co~ervat1on efforts resulted iu depressing the kilowatt
hour ussi~ per customer during. the year 1974 but that the 
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domestic customers are renewing their full conS\lX'Qption pattercs .. 
He, therefore, applied the long-term gro~~h rete (1967-1973) to 
the June 1975 ~ecorded usage to obtain his 1976 test year esti
eatcd kilowatt-hour per customer per month. As an ~lt~rnatc 
calculation, y~. Reed applied the Commission staff's estimate 
of kwhr per cus:omer bill to his estimates of customer bills. 
T41e revenue was ~omputed by the application of Edison's bill 
irequency analySiS to his cst!me~es of ~les by rat~ s~hedule~. 

Mr. Reed's estimates of general service Schedules A-l 
through A-6 differ from both the Commission staff's and Edison's 
estimates in that his estimates separately considere~ single
pb~se snd three-phase customer use charec:e=i$t~cs. Such a~~lys~~ 
in~:tc.zted to him that ther~ is oS. trend underwey for customer 
movement from single phase to three phase and from Rate A for 
small customers to the demand Rate B for larger customers. 
y~. Reed believes his ~ore detailed, and the=efore more ~ccur4te, 
esti~tes shcul~ be adopted in ~ref~ren~e ~o the othe= cs~1mntes. 

~x. Reed ~lso tes:1fied that his large power Schedule A-7 
and very large power Schedule A-a should be adopted in preference 
to the other estimates because ~hey are bssed on later data. 

C~~F3rison of F.st1mates 
The following tabulation taken from the staff's 

Exhibit 60 and Government's Exhibit 79 summarizes the differences 
in Edison's and the Commission staff's esti~tes by revenue class 
~ud/or by rate schedules for the test year 1976, together with our 
adopted results. The bases for the adopted amounts are s~t forth 
~n the following paragraphs: 

. 
" 
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- ~te:n -

Residential 
Agricultura.l 
Commere1..s.1 
!nd'lstrial 
Pu~lie Authorities 
Interdepartmental 
Resale 

Tota.l 

Residential 
Agricultural 
COll:Ill~reial 
Ir.dustria1 
Public Authorities 
Intcrdeparemental 
Resale 

1'ou1 

" 

Comparison of Estimates 
Of Opera~1ng Revenues, Ssle~ 

And Number of Customers 

• ~ison . ~ta~t . Govcrr.ment: . . . 
AversBe Customers 

2,453,,862 2,461,,703 NA 
24,742 24,850 NA. 

224,166 224,386 NA 
30,095 30,090 NA. 
32,889 32,872 NA 

2 2 NA. 
18 18 NA 

2,765,774 2,773,921 

Sales (Millions of Kwhr) 

13,680.0 14,660.0 NA 
1,100.0 1,100.0 NA 

12,170.0 12,330.1 NA 
16,150.0 16,100.0 NA. 
6,010.0 6,173.1 NA 

1.5 1.5 '. NA. 
4 1 350.0 41. 209•5 NA 

53,461.5 54,574.2 

-30-

. Xdopted . . . 

2,451,703 
24,850 

224,377 
30,090 
32,872 

2 
l.S 

2,773,912 

l4,000 
1,280 

12,880 
15,650 

5,700 
1 

4:1 210 
53,721 
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Comparison of Estimstes 
Of Operating Revenu~s, Sales, 

And N~ber of Customers 

.------------------.-----------.----------~.--------~.---------. 
; _______ ~!_t~em~ ______ ~; __ E~d~i~S~o~~~l_I __ ;~~~S~t3~f~f~_7;~Go~v~e_z~~~w~'en~t~;--A-do __ p-t~ed--: 

Resi<ien'tial 
Agricultural 
Commercial 
Industrial 
Pu~l.ic Authorities 
In,:a=depart:n:;mtal 
:::'~sa::'e 
Other Oper. Revenua 

Total 

$ 441,832 
27,200 

30l,120 
258,900 
113,082 

4S 
66,029 
10,713: 

$1,218,921 

(bOIU:,s in 'l'hous.andS) 

$ 463,637 
27,300 

304,475 
259,500 
1l7,082 

45 
64,553 
10;713 

$1,247,30$ 

NA. 
NA 
NA 
NA. 
NA. 
NA. 
NA 
NA 

1/ The est~tes assigned to the utility were 
developed by the staff from information 
provided by Southern Californ:La Edison 
Company. 

!! Includes Government's Schedule A-7 revenue 
eompt::at1ons. 

3/ Includes Governm~ne's Schedule A-8 revenue 
computations. 
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Because of the size of Edison's operations the small 
percentage differences in the sets of estimates are represented 
by rather respectable sales and revenue figures. Government's 
esti~tes are based on recorded data for the period ended 
June 30, 1975. Mr. Reed testified that the recorded data for 
July and August 1975 supports the aecu=acy of his estimates when 
consideration is given to the reduction in air conditioning 
re~u~rements that aceompanied the relatively cool s~er of 1975. 
According to the record, 1975 was cooler than average,. 1974 was 
ap?ro~1mate1y average, and 1973 was warmer then average and 
the peak meg2watt demands on the Edison system were less for 1974 
than for 1973. The decrease in d~r.d for the sucocr of 1974 is 
attributable in ~art to the clecrcase in cooling requirements 4nc 

in part to the effect of conservation practices. From the record 
it appears that, at least insofar as domestic and small general 
service customers are concerned, conservation efforts a=c declining 
ane the average eonsum~t1on p~r customer is on ~hc inCrea8C,. 
a~t~ocgh at a lesser extent than in the preconservation era~ 

For ~he test year 1976 Edison estimated a total of 
29,592,000 eu$to~~ bills for Schedules D-l throu~l D-6 as com
pared to 29~709,600 for the Commission staff and 30,108,981 for 
Go"Te7::'nm~nt. On an overall basis this clifferenee is les$ than 
2 pereent between Government and Edison and less than on~-half 
percent be~ween the Commission staff and Edison. It should be 

noted, however, that these differences represent a $uostent~ll 
difference in the number of domestic customers to be added during 
the year 1976. In his rebuttal testimony, V.I%'. Hyde noted tlul1: in 
~he first six months of 1975 the average number of domestic 
customers increased 21,542. He further testified that during 
this same period b~11ding permits were issued for only 16,243 

", 
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fam~ly units in Edison territory. These sUltistics confirm, in 

his opinion, Edison's estimates of 40,039 new customers per year 
in contra~t to the staff's estim3te of 46,572 new customers ~nd 
Gov~rnment's estimate of 68,760 new customers. Ano~her difference 
reflected in these three estimates is the n~ber of customer bills 
for each rate level. Government's consultant testified that he 
adjusted re¢ordod data to reflect zone changes and condemnations 
before making his projectionz, ~hereas both the Comttission staff's 
and ECison's witnesses made their projections from unmodified 
data on th:! basis that: zoning " .. as. an ongoing occurrence and zone 
c~~nges ~cre thereby refl~cted in projections of recorded det4. 
The recorded data used by Edison in support of its es~~teG. 
reflect recessior~ry conditions. The steedily imp~oving eco~y 
coupled with the pent-up demcnd for housing sho~lG result in ~=e 
new housing than projected by Edison but not as much as projected 
by Government. We ~ill ~herefore ~dopt the staff's estimate of 
now customers together with its a~por~ionment to the various rete 
levels. 

For general service Schedules A-l through A-6, 
~r. Re~d separately estimated single-phase and three-p~se-b111 
months and kilowatt-hours-per-bill month for Rate A and aate ~ of 
the general service schedules. Such a method of estimz:&::t:og is, 
according to hie tes~imony, more accurste tha~ either Edisonts 
~ethod of estimating Rete A and Rate ~ as a wnole or the staff's 
m¢thod of estimating by rate schedules as a whole and should, 
therefore .. be adopted in prcfoerenee to tbe odl.er two estimetes. 
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y~. Hyde's rebuttal testimony reflected estimates bascd
on later :ecorded da~ than used by Mr. Reed. '!his data led 
~x. Hyde to the conclusion that there is a continuation of most of 
the conservation p~actic~s p~eviously adopted by Edisonfs customers 
and that the sharp increases au~horized for cb..'lrges for electric 
service during the last few years encou:agcs continued and addi* 
tior.al customer conservetion. He further testified that numer.oUG 
con~cts by Edison energy ~erv1ce consultar.ts with general ser\~ce 
custorr.ers was expee'~ed to achieve further reductions in eIlergy 
consucption b, the small gener~l service eustomers. Based on 
these factors, Y.r. Hyde concluded that Edison r..as slightly undl!r
estimated 1976 sales on Rate A end overestimated ~te B ~nd total 
salEls. 

:roo our i~ec?ender.t review of the recorl ~c cannot 
S:lY that one sales estimate or another is persuasive.. We will 
adopt a sales estimate in total somewhat higher than Edison's. 
We will ado?t the staff's customer estimate. 

:B - EXPENSES 

General 
Testimony and exhibits of estimates of 1976 test year 

ex?enses were presented by Edison and the COmmission staff. 
Excluding the following discussed items, the differences between 
Edison's and the staff's estimates were small and were generally 
caused by differences in estimating procedures. The staff's 
engineers utilized one or more of the following generally accepted 
estimating methods: average annual change in recorded expenses, 
least squares trend of total expenses, separate least squares trend 
of ex?enses, separate least squares trends of labor and non-
labor components adjusted for increases, and the application of 
judgment to arrive. at a composite of several of these methcxls .. 
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Edison's estimates are based on budgeted amounts reflecting 
prior history and anticipated future work adjusted~ where de~ed 
appropriate, to reflect the latest available information. Both ~~nods, 
pro~erly applied, c.an produce valid estitoates. VIe will~ therefore,. 
average the two estimates for items reflecting relatively minor 
differences, recognizing that in terms of our adopted rate base~ a 
change of approximately $ 775,000 is required to effect a change of 
0.01 percent in the rate of re~. 
Produetio~ Exaenses - Fuel and Purchased P(X~er 

Testimony on these matters was presented on behalf of Edison 
by its assistant manager of the Systems Oper~tion Di·rls~ of the. 
rCY.~cr Supply Dcpartm(:nt,. Mr .. M. H. Kent, and, as previo~J.$ly stated,. 
on behalf of the Commission staff by associate utiliti~s engineer,. 
Hr. H. :J. Linde'O:!lcyer. 

!he component p~rts of these expenses are tllc tc~:" 
kilowatt hours of energy that 1IlU$t be provided,. the average year 
availability and cost of hydrogeneration and purchased ~Ner, tbe 
unit cost and av~ilabil1ty of the various fuels, and the heat ra~e to 
be obt~ined by the various thermal generating units. 

Edison derives the total kilowatt hour'generating require
ment by independently estimating the annual system sales and the 
required kilowat~ hours to be transmitted from generating stations 
~nd other sources. The difference between ehe~e estimates repr~$ccts 
losses, b1l1:tilS lag, and company use. The correlation between $Jll~s 
and transmitted energy thus obtained is eom~red for reasona1>leness 
with computed con"J'crsion factors. !'he computed conversion factor 
developed by Edision for the test year 1976 is .925. The staff's 
engineer used the average of five years recorded data for the period 
ending 1974 to develop a conversion factor of O.S27. We will adopt 

" 
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this la~ter figure as being more representative of average year con
ditions. Applying this conversion factor to oar previously adopted 
sales of 53,721 millions of kwhrs results in a total Edison cain 
sys;em net requirement of 60,642 millions of kwhr. 

The production resources available to Edison for fulfilling 
this requ:i.rement consist of company-owned hydroelectric~ foss·il-fueled 
steam, diesel, and gas turbine electric plants; jointly-owned fossil
fueled and nuclear-fueled steam-electric plants; and purchased power 
available from other utilities, DWR, U. S. Bureau of Recl~ation, the 
Bonneville Power Administration, and oth(~rs. 

The following tabulation compares by energy sources, 
Eeiso~'s and the staff's estimates together with the adopted recults. 

~i~~1a:ee:~:::c:~~yc::i::~a~:n:~~~~o~~~a::m!::~!:e6~;4:!e 
Co~ission staff, a difference of 1,007 ~kwhr or l,78 percent. 
Assuming that 620 kilowatt hours can be generated per barrel of oil 
and assuming a price of oil of $15.87 a barrel~ the cost differential 
reflected by Edison's and the staff's est~tes is approximately 
$25,77&,000. 

" 
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Comparison of Relative Energy 
.Sources Availability Estimates 

Eper.8:2: Source ~ison ~t:ifi Aao2te~7 . . . . . . . . . • 

<ik'llbr) 

Sales to Other Co. 1,493 1,493 l,183 
Interchange, etc. 1,655 1,,655 1,655 

Purchased Power 
- Canaoian Entltlecent 576 576 576 

Oroville-Thermelito 879 879 879 
Navajo ~yoff 1,585 1,535 1,535 
BFA Surplus 1,322 1,325 1,325 
Edison Hoover 255 266 266 
Eeonomr Purchases 611 664 664 
Pre-re ease, (Long Beach) 270 270 210 . 

Subtotal - Purchased Power 5,498 5,565 5,565 

Ed ison Hydro 4,357 4,474 4,357 
Nuclear 2,372' 2,373 2,378 

GI),5 and Oil Units 
-:-Gas 438 509 509 

Oil 35,318 36,134- 35,660 
O~l Pipeline & Storage - -

S".lbtota1 35,756 36,643 36,169 

Co~.l Units 
Coal 9,082 9,082 9,082 
Gas 253 253 253, . 

Subtotal 9.335 9,335 -9;335 

'Iotal Energy 60,466 61,543 60,642 

Co. Generated 53,313 54,323 53,422 

Fuel 48,946 49,849 49,065 

Fossil Fuel - E~:el. off-system 45,09l 45,978 45,504 

FO$si! Fuel To~al 46,584 47,471 46,68.7 

Iotal Gas 691 762 762 

1:/ ~ases for adopted figures set 
forth in the e'O.Suing paragraphs. 
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After review a.nd independent analysis the Commission staff 
adopted td1~onrs estimate of 1,493 million kwh: sales to other 
companies. The staff's updated heat rate of 9,817 Btu's per kwbr for 
ga~ and oil fuel was applied to the base unit costs of 101.59 cents 
per million Btu's established by Deeision No. 81919 to yield fuel 
costs of $14,.890,000 for this category as.eompa'!'cd to Edison~s computed 
figure of ~39,729)OOO derived from the product of a beat rate of 
9,897 Btu's per kwhr and a forecast unit cost of 268_86 eents per 
million Btu's. The staff also adopted Edison's interchange est~te 
of 1,655 million kwhr transmitted at a cost of $655,000 and its 
~stimates of energy transmitted from coal units of 9,335 million 
kwh=s. For the coal units, the staff's use of ~pGatGd heat rates ~n~ 
the base unit costs established by Decision No. 81919 resulted in a 
1976 test year-estimate of $19,226,,000 as compared to Edison's 
estimate of $21,565,000. Edison est:i.mated the average test-year fuel 
require~ents by use of a computer program sfmulating the integration 
of system resources. The tes't-ycar unit loacing and fuel requ1:em:!:1ts 
were based on generation designed to produce mintmum emission of 
oxides of nitrogen fr~ all of its fossil-fueled thermal plants in the 
South Coastal Air Basin. Edison used its suP?lier's cz~~~te$ of 
ave:age tempcratu:e g~ fuel availability priced at the supplier's 
rate schedule. The fuel oil prices used in the computation were bcsed 
on a monthly system unit price determined by using an ~erage-year 
burn rate applied to the recorded oil inventory as of October 1 prior 
to the year for which the prices,were developed. In our. opinion 
the staff's est1xna.te of sales to other companies is high.. We have 
adopted the amount of 1, 183 ~kwhr as the sales to othe:: companies 
and have adjusted the staff's estimates accordingly (se~, table on 

page 38) .. 

I, 
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We will adopt the staff's estimate of total kilowatt
h~ur energy requirements adjusted for our adopted sales estimates 
and loss factor. We will adjust the staff's fossil fuel generation 
requirements to reflect the subsequently discussed adopted 
hydrogeneration quantities. As previously stated we will utilize 
the unit fossil fuel costs reflected in Decision No. 81919 in our 
adopted results of operations and for the computation of revenue 
requirex:ents. 

I<nO'Wtl \mit costs of purchased power and nuclesr fuel as of 
January 1, 1975 were used by both the staff and Edison. l'b.e staff 
used the average of the latest 15 years of recorded kwhr production 
from the three divisions for estimating Edison's own hydroproduction 
whereas Edison based its estimates on an analysis of recorded 
hydrologic~l conditions utilizing 53 to SS years of data. Edison's 
estimates of its own hydroproduction will be adopted. 

The staff's estimate of Hoover generation is b~sed OIl the 
latest ten years of recorded kTNhr received whereas Edison r s estimate 
of Hoover generation approximates the average generation for the 
period 1972-1975. The staff's estimate, based on the longer time 
span> will be aa..)pted. 

For economy energy purchases, Edison used available 
49-months recorded data with the intention of deriving future average 
purchases from .:1 60-month bas.e of recorded data as such data becomes 
available. The staff used a 60-month average consisting of 51 months 

" 
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of recorded data and nine months current outlook projection through 
December 1975.. The staff's estimate, approxfmating Ed1son'seveneual 
base data period, will be adopted. 

Both Edison and the staff ~ed a 60~ontbs average of 
recorded data for estfmaeing the availability of Pacific Northwest 
surplus energy. The staf:'s ese:Lma.te, based on a later 60-months 
period, will be adopted. 

After review of Edison r s work papers and an independent: 
evaluation of available data, the staff adopted Edison's estimates 
of Canadian Entitlement, Oroville-Therma11to generation, Navajo 
layoff, and Long Beach pre-release generation quantities. 

The folloWing tabulation summarizes the adopted quantities 
and expenses by energy sources. 

.. 
: ~QGantity .. EXpense .. .. .. Energx Source : - kwbr : M-$ .. 

Sales to Others 1,lSS $ 11,799 
Interchanges 1,655 655 
Purchased Power 5,565 38,330 
Edison Hydro 4,357 -Nuclear Power 2 378 3,397 
Gas and Oil 36:169 321:.667 
Coal 9,335 21,283 
Fuel Service Charge - 1 z284 

Total Fuel and Purchased Power 60,642 398,415 
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Production - Excluding Fuel and Purchased Power 
These expenses include power production operation and 

maintenance expenses for steam, hydraulic, nuclear, and other power 
generation. 

With the exception of other power generation operation and 
maintenance expenses, Edison's estimates of production expense, 
including fuel and purchased p~er, presented by its manager of power 
supply, Mr. 3. T. Head, Jr., closely approxfmate the staff's estimates 
presented by Associate Utilities Engineer G. J. Robbs. The 
discrepancy in other power generation operation and maintenance 
expense estimates relate to the inclusion period for the Long 3each 
co~bined cycle plants. Edison used six months labor and & full years' 
material, overhead and indirect expenses as contrasted with the 
staff's utilization of three months' expenses based on a composite 
operational Gate of the plant of October 1, 1976. !he record shows 
that the plant consists of seven 63 ~ :urbines that are scheduled 
for operation between July 2, 1976 and December 17, 1976, an 82 ~ 
steam turbine scheduled for operation September 24, 1976, and one 
49 MW steam turbine scheduled for operation on December 17, 1976. 
Uneer these circumstances, the staff's treatment of the tong Beach 
combined cycle steam generating units appears reasonable and will be 

adopted. The tabulation on the ~ollowing page sets forth the 1976 
test year total power production expenses as estimated by Edison and 
the Co~1ssion staff together wich the adopted test year expenses. 
Transmission Expenses 

Edison's presentation of these expenses was made by 
y~. Head and the staff's presentation was made by y~. Hobbs. With 
the exception of Account 570, Y~intenance of Station Equipment, the 
differences between Edison's and the staff's estim3tes ~ere relatively 

'. 
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.. rt IIfI - " . . CPUC .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. Item .. Staff .. Edison .. Ado.eted • .. .. .. • - .. 
(Dollars in Thousands) 

Steam 
Fuel* $356,686 $349,760 $ 353,660 
Operation 24,,019 24,208 24,114 
Maintenance 40:698 41:198 40.948 

Total Steam $421,403 $415,166 $ 418',722 

Hyj~llt;. 
$ 3,687 $ 3,696 $ 3,692 O?eratl.on 

Maintenance 3 z567 3~705 3a636 

:::o~al Hydraulic $ 7,254 $ 7,401 $ 7,328 
Nuclear 

Fuel $ 3,397 $ 3,388 $ 3,,397 
Operation 4,612 4,700 4,,656 
l1aintenanee 2 1184 2~228 2 z20G 

Total Nuclear $ 10,l93 $ 10,316 $ 10,259 
Other Power Generation 
F~el* - $ 3,028 $ :3 91.2 $ 3 028 
C~era.tion 1 .. 201 1:S55 $ 1:201 
Ma.intenance 1~193 1~658 lz19~ 

Total Other Power, 
$ 5,422 Generation 5,422 $ 7,125 $ 

Purchased Power ~ 38,985 $ 38~293 $ 38.,330 

Ictal Power 
Production Exp. $483,257 $47$,301 $ 480,061 

, 
*Fuel et base unit cost and fossil fuel mix. 

" 
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small. Edison's estimate of Account 570 exceeds the staff's by 

$297~OOO due primarily to the diffe~ence in allowance for contingencies 
of $600,000 by Edison, and $300.000 by the Commission staff. !he record 
shows that staf~'$ estimate more closely a~p~oximates actual recorded 
data and it will be adopted. The following tabulation summarizes 
Eeison's and the staff's estimates together with the adopted expense' 
for the test year 1976: 

.. .. Sta.:± .. Eth.$On .. ;Z-~ . .. .. .. ·00 ...... 

.. ' Item .. Estimated : Estimated : Re:;ults . .. ...... -.-
(Dollars in!hocsallds) 

Trausmiss10n Operation $22~3S9 $22~523 $22,456 
Transmission Maintenance, 

9,268 9,:;'83 excluding Account 570 9,,29S 
Account 570, Maintenance 

Station Equipment 5;2560 5 2857 5::560 

Total Transmission Expense $37,247 $37,648 $37.,2~ 

DistributionE~penses 

Exhib1 .. ts and testimony on distribution exftenses ,,--ere 
presented on behalf of Edison by its manager of staff services 
Mr. W. R. Dougher and on behalf of the Commission staff by Mr. Hobbs. 

.. . .. . 

In tb5 s category of expenses., the major differences between 
Eeison's and the staff's esti.mates was in Account 583, Overhead Line 
~~~enQe. This account includes the expenses attributable to Ed~son'~ 
t:.:a't'lsforcer load management program ('l'L.'1) which is intended to prO"J'!ee 

star.ea:ds for fully loading new t~ansformers and replacing existing, 
ove=loa.ded transformers. Such a procedure is anticipa:;cd to effect 
s~vings by a reduction in the purchase of new transformer$ and the 
el~ination of ex~~ive ~erv1ce interruptions due to burned out 
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transformers. The record shows ~hat the program was accelerated over 
what was originally planned to provide work for approximately 60 
construction worke:rs who would otherwise have to be laid off because 
of a decline in plant construction. Tbe budgeted amounts for the TtM 
program are $l,090,OOO for 1975, $1,450,000 for 1976, $1, 380,000 for 
1977, and $570,000 for 1978. Edison uGed the 1976 budgeted amount f~r 
the test year whereas the s·taff based its est1mat~ on the ave=age ~ 

• 
expense for the four year period. The staff's a~proaeh appears 
reasonable and will be adopted. The following tabulae ion com~ares 
Edison's an~ the staff's estimates and the adopted results. 

. .. Staff . Ealsoc .. Aa'Oyi;oZZ .. .. . .. 

.. Item . Es~1mate : Estimate .. Results .. .. .. -(Dollars in Thousands) 

Distribution Operation 
Exeludiug Account 583 $26,525 $27,064 $26,795 

Account 583, Operation 
5,033 4,626-Overhead Lines 4,626 

Distribution Maintenance 32 z859 33:t652 33,z256 

Total Distribution Expense $64,.010 $65,749 $64,677 

.-.. .. .. 

Cu~tom~rs' Aceounts Expenses 
Edison's pres~ntation for this group of expenses was ~~de by 

~~. Dougher and the staff's prasentae'ion was m.ade by Mr. Hobbe .. 
Except for Account 904. Uneolleetibles, the differences in esefoat(S 
we~e relatively small. Edison's estimate for uneollectioles was . 
predicated on the estimated amount neeessa=y to maintain the %ese~~ 
~t a level a~proxtmating one-Y~a4's estfmated net write-offs,. or about 
0.31 percent of revenue to ~ e.e.r'1.veo :t-r<>'04 ultimate c'Ustomcrs whereas 

, . 
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the staff used the recorded average percent of revenue write"'off of 
0.2867 percent for the five-year period 1969 thrOl"lgh 1973. !he suff 
witn~ss accepted, subject to check, that if the 1974 recorded ~ount 
had been included in the com?utation, the five-year average would be 
.297 percent and testified that had the data beer1 available .at the t:iJ::.e 
he had prepared his estimate he would have used the figure for his 
estim6.~e.. We will therefore adopt this figure which applied to the 
previously adopted revenues yields a 1976 test year uncollectible 
expense $3,421,000 at base rates. 

The follOwing tabulation compares Edison's and the senff'$ 
est~tes and the adopted custome~'s accounts expense. 

:--------------------------------:--S~~~~~£--:--~EZ~is~on~--:~A~O~o~p~tea~--: 
: ______________ ~I~t~em~ ____________ ~:~Es~t~i~ma~te~·~.~Es~t~~ima~~te~~:~Ex~Z~~_s~e~: 

(Dollars in Thousands) . 

Customer Accounts Expense, 
Excluding Account 904 $27,298 $27,608. $27,453 

Account 904, Uncollectible 
Accounts 3 z464 3.1408. 3%421 

Total Customer Accounts 
Expense $30,762 $31,Ol6- $30,374 

Sales Ex2etlses --
Test1mony and exhibits on the subject of sales cxp¢nses 

were presented on cebalf of Edison by one of its vice presidents, 
Mr. E. A. Myers, Jr,., on behalf of the Commission staff by YJX'. Hobbs, 
and on behalf of TORN by the head of an advertising and public 
relations bUSiness, Burt v7ilson. 

Edison's vice presi~ent testified t~t sales expenses h4ve 
historically been incurred to enl~nce the selective acquisition and 
programming of loads which would increase the system load factor with 

" 
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resultant benefits to ratepayers. However, according to his tes~i
mony, in recent years, due to the possibility of a shortage in 
generation capacity, the marketing emphasis was shifted to moderate 
the rate of growth in consumer demand and set the stage fer a stt'onger 
energy man.lgemen~ effort. 3ecause of this change in direction .and 
em~hasis, Edison believes the titles and description of the various 
sales c~pense acco~nts set forth in the uniform system of aecounts 
1nap~lieable and refers to the category as "Ene:-gy Managemen~ 
Ey.penses" and the ind iv1cual accounts as "Supervision", f'CustOQet' 
energy management contracts", "Energy management advertising", and 
'~1iscel1aneous expenses" rather than "Sales expenses", consisting of 
f!Supervision", "Deoonstration and selling expenses1J

, 'tAevcrtising 
ex?cnses", and t'Mise~llanecu$ sales expe1lSes" presently used. A 
change in account titles at this time could result in conf~ion and 
'would not make s~eh expenses more palatable to those opposed to 
saddling the ratepayer with any advertisiDg or customer contaet 
expense ir::es!?¢ctive of its p~pose. Consequently, it 'Would serve ::'0 

useful purpose to establish the nOQenelature espoused by EGiso~. 
Edison's test year 1976 sales expense (c~ergy man~ement) est~tes 
total $1,984,000 and cor~ist of $47,000 supervision, $1,105,000 tn 
Acco~~t 912 (Demons~rations and Selling Expenses) and $832,000 in 
Account 913 (Advertising Expenses). Acco:ding to the test~:Y, tbe 
~ajor expenses included in Aceount 912 are for personnel contacting 
co~ereial, indu$trial, agricultural, and public authority custom-~s 
to ~r&e a reduction in over-all energy use; labor and expenses for 
recidentiel energy services personnel to contact major new 
const~ction developers to urge the installQtion of adequate levels 
of i~~ulation materials and to recomQend changes in design 
construction teehniques to achieve e~rsy conservation; labor and 
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expenses for consumer services personnel in advising residential 
customers of methods to reduce energy consumption; and labor and 
expenses of staff personnel to monitor and support ~he above. 
According to this witness's test~ony, Edison included in Account 913 

only the min~ amount of advertising expense required to effectively 
communieate energy management messages to the approximately 7,500,000 
people served throughout its service territory. The record shows 
that $265,000 of the recorded advertising expense incurred duri~ the 
year 1973 resulted from our first: interim order in Case No. 958l. 
Mr. Myers testified that, in his opinion, an increase in planned 
expenditures for achieving conservation was necessary because of the 
general dc-emphasis of the need to conserve resulting from the end of 
the oil embargo. The amount Edison budgeted for media advertising in 
Account 913 for the years 1974, 1975, and 1976,was $800,000. 

'!he ~ount of informational advertising carried under 
Administrative and General Expenses in Account 930, Miscellaneous 
General Expenses, was a.lso inc.luded in l1r. Myer' s presentation. 'l'be 
recorded informational advertising expense for 1974 was $22,704 of 
which $lO)OOO was spent for kite safety messages and $12,704 was spent 
for financial advertising. The budgeted amount for 1975 was 
approxiQately $700,000 and consisted of kite safety - $10,OOO~ 
environmental protection measures - $100,000, discussion of viable 
future en~rgy sources - $150~000, financ.ial communications - $40,000, 
and plant safety and siting advert:ising - $400,000. 'For 1976 the 

budgeted amount for institutional advertising was increased to 
$l~OOJ,COO to ~eflcet an' increase of $300,000 in ~he budgeted amount 
for advertising relating to plant siting and safe~. 

!he Commission 5taff engineer's basic position on the level 
of sales expense to be included as media advertising in Account 913 
is that the peak in ene-.rgy cO"C.Servaeio'Q. efforts, 1ncludi~ consumer 

" 
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education advertising pursuant to this Commission's three interim 
o::ders in Case No.. 9581 should have oecurr<!d in 1974 alld that the 
level of expense could be expected to be less for 1975 and 1976 than 
was incurred in 1974 and late 1973.. On this be.sis~ the staff's 
estimate for advertising in support ~f energy cOnsC:V4ti.On hD.s been 
set at $572~OOO for 1975 and 1976. The full amount budgeted by Edison . . .. . 
for conservation advertising will be allowed. After independent study 
and evaluation, the staff's en~ineer adooted Edison's revised 197~ 
test year estimates for Accounts Nos.. 91~ and 912. We will~ there£ore~ 
adopt these agreed upo~ amounts for Accounts Nos. 911 and 912. 

Senior Utilities Engineer A. V" Day testified on 
Ad~~nistr~tive a~d General Ex?enses includi~g the reaso08~le ex~=se 
for iniorcztional advertising to be included foz rate-:aking ~po$eG 
in Account 930. He testified that the specific expense u:1c:er 
discussion was advertising to facilitate an adequate future su~ply of 
e1~ctrie energy through faceual discussions of plant siting, safeey, 
auc! environmental impact as set forth on m1meo page 39 of Dee is ion 
No.. 81919. He noted that the recorded per C'llstomer expense for this 

type of advertising was 80 cents in 1971" 56 cents in 1972, and 35 
cen~s in 1974. Extrapolation into 1976 resul:ed in a per eust~-r 
c~pe~e of 16 cents which multiplied by the estimated ncmber of 
¢uotomers resulted in his estimated expense for this kind of 
advertising of $350,000. The 16 eents per customer cost was, in his 
opinion, quite cOtn!,arable to the 20 cents per customer budgeted by 

PG&E and, therefore~ justifies its adoption. 
'!'URN's consultant t:es'tified 1:0 his belief that the only 

~¢vertising that should be permitted at the ratepayer's czpense is 

advertising aGsociated with fina~eial offerings. He stated t~ 
because Edison operates a monopoly utility service withoue competition 
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in its service area there is no compelling need to ac!vertise other 
aspects of its program. This witness further testified that while we 
must all adopt a conservation ethic, it would be more appropriate for 
public entities who are responsible for establishing policy in this 
area. to be the source of any programs to encour.a.ge conservation and 
cited, as an example, the advertising program initiated by the Federal 
Energy Administration. Under cross-examination he stated his bel1ef 
that the public would be more likely to accept: such statements from 
a public official such as a go~ernor of a state than from the utility 
o~ even a state agency. He fu.~her questioned public acceptance of 
conservation advertising disseminated over the same media that formerly 
advocated increased usage of electricity. He stated his opinion that 
bill stuffers are an excellent means of advertising, but that the 
quality of bill stuffers cunently being used is in need of improve
ment. This witness recommended that we disallow for ratc-mak1ug 
purposes ~ll expense items'relating to public relations including that 
portion of salary and expense of local~ district, and division managers 

a:ld ancillary staff devoted to public relations £unctions~ on the 

basis that such activities are self-serving and iQagc-building and are~ 

therefore, an in4ppropr1ate burden to be thrust upon Edison's 
customers. 

We have reviewed the Commission's discussions of 
advertising and public relations expenses in recent decisions. 
eRe 'PG&E, D'ecision No .. 84902 dated September 16, 1975 in Application 
No. 54279; Re PG&E, Decision No. 86281 dated August 24, 1976 in 
Application No. 55509; Re SoCal Edison, DeciSion No.. $1919 dated 
September 25, 1973 in Application No. 53488.) The most detailed 
discuss;l.on .ofJ:hese expenses occurs in Decision No. 84902. I:l. order 
to restate our position regarding the allowance of such expenses, we " ,.... .... f.... . 
review the discussion in Decision No. 84902 and clarify it here .. 

.. ' 
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First, with respeet to advertising, in Decision 
No. 84902 the Commission disallowed all of PG&£'s expenses for 
institutional advertising. We did allow for ratcmaking purposes 
expenses for energy conservation and customer service advertising. 
Furthermore we asserted: 

"Bland and general conservation advertising may 
simply be another form of institutional 
advertising and should not be charged to 
ratepayers. Specific, useful information 
about conservetion ••• can be of great use to 
individual customers and can reduce costs for 
the system as a whole .. " (At p. 82.) 

This continues to reflect Commission policy toward advertising, 
which can be summarized and emphasized as follows: 

All institutional advertising shall be 
disallowed for ratemaking purposes. 
Furthermore, all other advertiSing, except 
tha t which is listed below, shall also be 
disallowed for ratemaking purposes. 

a.. Financial advertising. 
b. Safety messages .. 
c. Essential customer services 

information such as changes in 
location of offices, telephone 
numbers, payment agencies, and 
announcements of regulatory 
proceedings before this Commission 
or other regulatory agencies. 

d. Results-oriented, specific conservation 
advertising; this must,. however, be 
accounted for separately as a conservation 
expense. 

In regard to advertising, informational advertising 
expense of $10,000 for kite safety messages and $40,000 for financial 
advertising, or a total of $50,000, is appropriate in this rate 
case. 

'. 
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Second, with respect to public relations, the Commission 
stated in Decision No. 84902: 

"PG&E is placed on notice that it shall be the 
~olicy of this Commission henceforth to exclude 
from operating expenses for rate fixing purposes 
all amounts claiced for ~ublie relations expense 
for which it cannot be shown: 
"s. PrOvides normal liaison with, and 

channels of communication for, 
re?resentatives of the press, radiO, 
televisitn, and other media .. 

"b.. Results in reduction of operating eosts 
and more efficient service to the 
ratepayers. 

"c. Encourages the more efficient operation 
of the utility's plant, the more efficient 
use of the utility's services, or the 
conservation of energy or natural resources, 
or presents accurate information on the 
economical purchase, ma.intenance~ or 
effective use of electrical or gas appliances 
or devices. 

"d.. Presents fact~l discussion of specific 
topics dealing with plant siting, safety, 
and environmental ~paet .. 

"In future proceedings involving this and other 
utilities, we shall expect the utility to justify, 
and our staff to verify, public relations costs 
in detail and to supply, for the record, information 
on each aspect of the utility's public relations 
program so tbat we may make judgments regarding the 
reasonableness of each activity and of appropriate 
reasonable allowances .. n (At p .. 84.) 
We shall clarify the above as follows: 
a. Minimal staff shall be available to respond· 

to ~nquiries into utility activities from 
the. communications media .. 

b. Reasonable expenses for customer services 
activities shall be allowed for ratemaking 
purposes~ These shall include proviSion of 
essential customer service information (such 
as notifiC<l~tion of changes in office locations, 
tele?hone numbers, payment agencies, or 
regulatory ?roceedings before this Commission 
or other regulatory agencies).. These 
should , however, be explicitly accounted for 
and allocated wnere appropriate. 
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c. Point c reflects PUC Code Section 796(b), 
We interpret this as pertaining to energy 
con$ervation expenditures which should be 
strictly and explicitly conservation 
related and should be accounted for 
separately as conservation expenses. 

d. Expenses reflected in Point d shall only: 
be allowed for ratemaking purposes if 
they are for resRonses to specific requests 
for information from the communications 
media or from the general public or if they 
are to inform the public of regulatory 
proceedings before this Commission or 
other :regulatory agencies. Site tours 
shall not be allo~·,ed for ratamak~ 
purposes. 

e. \~e repeat with em?Msis our admonition 
that all public relations ex~enses should 
be described and justified in detail by 
utilities and their appro?riateness 
verified by our staff in all future rate 
proceedings. 

" 
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On the ninety-eighth day of hearing on this te8.tter, 
Mr. Myers presented an additional exhibit setti~ forth a plan 
directed towards the achievement of the objective of maintaining 
and/or improving Edison's conservation results through a broadening 
of its energy management programs. This exhibit outlined five new 
major programs which Edison estimates could lower the anticipated 
future annual sales by as much.as 180,000,000 kilowatt-hours for 
reSidential and 130,000,000 kilowatt-hours for commercial customer 
groups at a reduction in revenues, including a fuel adjustment at 
total fuel costs, of $15,900,000 and a reduction in operating costs of 
$9,200,000. Exeluding fuel adjustment, the correspondil'lg. reductioll 1n 
revenues is $9,200,000 and 1noperating expenses $3,500,000. The 
additional programs are estimated to cost $2,400,000 reSUlting in a'net 
impact in revenue deficiency . .e:&cluding ~uel adjustment of $8,lOO,,000. 
This witness' tes~~ony i'QdiC4te<l Edison r s belief that thes.e proposed 
expanded energy management programs .are timely in view of the newly 
ann~~need programs of various state and federal agencies and should 
be implemented through appropriate expe~se allowances. 

The five progr.ams consist of (1) esealat:l'.Ilg contactG by 
c~ergy services personnel with general se=vice customers, (2) the 
installation of shower flow regulating d~v1ces~ (3) expanded 
conservation publieity releases~ (4) the furnishing of energy 
conservation k1ts~ and (5) the analyses of, individual customerrs 
electric energy s~vings potential. A common denominator to tbe 
successful implementation of these various pr~ams is the cooperation 
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and sincere desire of the customers to effect such conservation 
measures. The Commission's newly formed Energy Conservation Team 
recommends the adoption of Edison's supplement:al program.. !he team 

intends to monitor the effectiveness of Edison's conservation 
programs carefully. We will recognize the additional conservation 
expense of $2,400,000 and have recognized the reduced sales levels 
which in the longer term will result in more economic service to 
California customers. 

In subsequent proceedings, a more detailed analysis will 
be undertaken and Edision's rate of return will be adjusted, 
upward or dO~"T.ward, as the evidence indicates. In connection with 
the filing of its 1977 conservation programs Edison shall: 
clearly detail its various conservation advertising expenses. 

Edison shall perform follow-u? studies to determine the 
effectiveness of its conservation programs and shall inform the 
Commission of the results. Included shall be an assessment of the 
degree and effectiveness of efforts to distribute information and 

to market conservation ltardware, with estimates of cost effectiveness 
and resulting energy savings. 3ustification shall be provided 
for relative emphasis amon.g media for information transfer, among 
efforts directed toward behavior change as compared wi~h hardware, 
and among various hardware options promoted. 

Edison should also take the initiative to develop and 
bring before the Commission programs of incentives, including but 
not limited to subsidies, low-interest loans, and moc!ified rates, 
for inducing conservation-oriented behavior and investment by end 
users .. 

The Energy Conservation Team shall review these prog%am5 
and advise the Commission of any action which would be appropriate • 

. . 
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Administrative and General Exeenses 
Tabulated below are Edison's and the Commission's 

staff's 1976 test year estimated administrative and zeneral 
expenses together with the ado?ted results. Edison's presentation 
wa.s made by Mr. Scofield and the staff's presenueion by Mr .. Day .. 
The bases for th~adopted results arc detailed in the ensuing 
paragraphs .. 

.. . 
Acct: : 

No. : 

920 

921 

922 

923 

924 

925 

926 

927 

928 

929 

930 

931 
932 

.. .. Test 'lear -: --. _. --o~11ity : 
: 1976 .. Exc~eds S~aff :AQopted 
:~Sc::""'a:-.l£~£--";:~UI"!!:!t:""l.l~i'--':t~y~: Arcoun: : ?ercen: :Results Title 

(Dollars in !housands) 
Admin. & Gen. 

Salaries $33~481 
Office Supplies 

& Expenses 
Admin. Expenses 

T'rnsf. 
Outside Serviees 

EQployed 
Prope.rty 

Insurance 
Injuries & 

8,202 

(14 .. 297) 

2,077 

D~ges 2,87S 
tmployee Pensions 

& Benefits 27,47S 
Fra.nchise 

Requirements 
Regulatory Comm. 

Expenses 
Duplicate Charges 

- Credit 
l~isc. Gener 41 

Expenses 
Rents 
Maint. of 

Ge:ner al Plant 
Subtotal 

Adj~. to Public 
R.elations Exp. 

Total 
'. 

8,907 

231 

(24) 

9,754 
1,007 

3,887 
$85,048 

$35,666 

8,202' 

(15.047) 

2,191 

3,134-

2,940 

27,813 

8,681 

248 

(24) 

11,893 
1,007 

4.1328. 
$91,032 

-53a-

$2,185 

(750) 

114 

1,664 

62 

338, 

(225) 

17 

2,139 

441 
$5,934 

6.57. 

5.2 

5.5 

113.2 

2.2 

1.2 

(2.5) 

7.4 

21.9: 

11.3-
6.61. 

$33,905 

8,800 

(14,642) 

2,134-

3,017 

2,909 

27,644 

8,798 

240 

(24) 

$87,564 

(2,050) 

$85,514; 
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Administrative and general expenses include public 
. :relations exr:>enses which have been hereinabove discussed.. In 
the absence of complete justification by Edison of all such 
expenses we have allocated $750,000 of a total of $2,800,000 
for public relations for conservation, customer services, and 
other allowable expenses. The adjustment to administrative 
and general expenses as a result of this allocation is $2,050,000" 
In the future the conservation expenses contained under A&t; 

should be budgeted separately under conservation. 
Edison's original estimates were based largely on the 

budgets and forecasts of anticipated expenses furnished in O~tober 
1973 by each department tlnd/ or division. The basic data for these 
estimates include prior years' expenditures and reflect anticipated 
changes in operations. The updated estimate of administrative and 
general expenses, introduced into evidence on Y..arch 20, 1975 included 
recorded 1974 expenses and revised 1975 and 1976 estimates. These 
revised estimates reflect function and manpower budget amounts 
prepared with the objective of maintaining 1974 controllable 
expenditures at or below 1973 levels, a continuation of the hiring 
freeze, and the utilization of applicable lay-off procedures to 
effect approved manpower reductions. 

As a :starting point in the p=eparation of his estimate of 
administrative and general expenses, the staff engineer made an 
analysis of the actual administrative and general expenditures made 

during the first ten months of 1974 which included the cost saving 
program eOlll1lleneing in February 1974.. The lO-month recorded 
administrative' and general expense of $77,054,000 was reduced 
$6,496,874 for the Vidal nuclear power plant and $2,000,000 of 
nonrecurring increases in the reserve for possible injuries and 
damages.. The remaining $68,557,l26 was further decreased to 
$65,000,000 to reflect probable December transfers of research and 
development expenses. This $65,000,000 was used as the basic amount 
for the administrative and general expenses excluding franchise 
requirements and was distributed to accounts proportionately to 
Edison's adjusted 1974 budget. The 1975 and 1976 staff estimates were 
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then developed to reflect expected costs savings and further ratem.aking 
adjustments, labor adjustments, and allowances for expected increases 
'in materials and other expenses which were applied accumulatively by 

accounts and by years as appropriaee. !he staff's final esticaee was 
then derived from adjusting 1974 recorded data and adding to that base 
figure allowances for growth, inflation adjustments, and w3ze 
increases. 

Accounes 920, Administrative and General Salaries, and 921, 
Office Supplies and Ex?enses, include the compensation, office 
supplies, and expenses of officers, executives, and other employees of 
the utility properly chargeable to utility operations but not 
chargeable directly to a particular operating function. 

The staff's 1976 test year estimate for Account 920 was 
derived as detailed above. A d~mward adjustment of one-half percent 
't.:as made to the aJ:)proved budget figure to reflect a full year effect 
of the cost savings program started early in Y~reh 1974. The 
resulting 1974 adjusted figure was then increased for labor and gr~Ath 
and $50,000 for a new executive development program in 1975 and an 
additional $50,000 for net~ environme..'"ltal planning functions.. The 
total thus derived was $33,480,800, for Account 920 ~,hich was :r:ounded 
to $33,481,000 or $2,185,000 less than estimated by Edison.. With the 
exception of the $414,439 deduction for the l-1/2 percent further cost 
saving adjustment, the staff estimate appears reasonable and 
well·founded. We will, therefore, adopt the staff estimate plus 
$414,000 or $33,905,000 for Account 920, less our public relations 
expense adjustment. 

The staff engineer testified that he adopted Edison's 
estimate for Account 921 because the application of the same method 
to estimate this account would have resulted in a higher figure than 
included in Edison's budget. Under cross-examination,. he estimated 
that the use of this method would Mve resulted in an estimate of 
approximately $8,800,000. If the estimating method is reasonable for 
Account 920, it is reasonable for Account 921. We wil~therefore, 
adopt the amount of $8,800,000 for Account 921, less our public 
relations expense adjus~ent. 
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Account 922, Administrative Expenses ~ansferred-Credit_ 
represents the 8aministrative expenses in Accounts 920 and 921 which 
are transferred to construction costs. Consistent with our aoopted 
expenses for Accounts 920 and 921. we will adopt a credit of 
$14,648,000 for Account 92~. 

Account 924, Property Insura~ee, ineluoes the cost of 
insurance of reserve a.ccruals to protec,t the utility against losses 
and damages to owned or leased propert~ used in its utility operation. 
Edison has, in general, utili~d self-insurance for transmission and 
distribution plant, has separate insurance for its nuclear plant, has 
"spread-loss",l:l insurance for the first $20,000,000 (exclusive of the 
$500,000 deductible) of other plant, and conventional insurance for 
other plant between $20,000,000 and $100,000,000. 

!he annual premium for the spread-loss insurance is 
$1,430,000 of which approximately $280,000 is for administrative fees 
and the balance of $1,150,000 is credited to an interest-bearing 
premium accumulator reserve which is retained by the insurance 
company. Losses would be paid from this reserve to the extent £u.,ds 
~r~ av~ilable. If the loss exeeeds the aee~mulated reserve, the exeess 
would be paid by the insurance carriers and the premium would be 

adjusted whereby Edison would pay this excess amount plus interest 
over a period of up to ten years. In the event that the premium , 
accumulation reserve reaehes $9)400,000) the premium would be reduced 
so as to retain the reserve at that level. 

11 As used by Edison the term applies to the spreading of losses over 
a number of years rather than its more common use of spreading 
losses among a n~~ber of insurance companios. 

" 
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The staff disallowed the spread-loss premiums,on the basis 
that this insurance was 4 form of self-insurance in which there is no 
transfer of risk from Edison to the insurance carriers. that the same 
results could be obtained by Edison by depositing sums annually in its 
own cash accounts to cover future property losses, and that the 
premiums for conventional insurance for approx~ately the same 
coverage would be approximately one-half the amount paid. This 
disallowance of the spread-loss premium by the staff accounts for the 
major portion of the difference in Edison's and the staff's estimates 
for Account 924. 

According to the rebuttal testimony of Edison's assistant 
treasurer and manager of insurance, Mr. ~. G. Hughes, Jr., Edison 
implemented its spread-loss insurance for four reasons: (1) overall, 
the cost of premiums paid would be less and the initial premiums 
would be approximately equivalent to conventional insurance; 
(2) Edison was able to obtain $50,000,000 of earthqt1ake cover.age 
($20,000,000 covered by spread-loss) a~ a time when it would have been 
difficult to have purchased even half that amount in the regular 
insurance market; (3) greater stability in terms of a pre-established, 
level premium payment which is not subject to substantial changes 
as m~ket conditions change; and (4) such a policy provides grea~er 
incen~ive ~o the insured to reduce risk by effective loss-preventing 
activities. 

1'0%'. Rughes further testified that the conventional insurance 
premiums bet~een the $20 million and $100 million coverage amounts 
was $425,000 which, added to the spread-loss premiums of $l,360,OOO 
for 1973 and 1974 and $1,430,000 for 1975, results in gen~r41 
insurance premiums of $1,785,000 for 1973 and 1974 and $1,855,000 for 
1975. This compares with recorded .amounts of $469,000 for 1967, 
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$524,000 for 1968~ $582,000 f~r 1969, $960,000 for 1970, $876,000 for 
1971, and $1,828,000 for 1972. According to the testimony, the 
substantial increase in the premium for 1972 over 1971 resulted from 
Edison's damage claims filed in 1971 as a result of the Sylmar 
earthquake and two substantial generating station losses which 
occurred in that year. It is noted that the effect of extraordin4rY 
losses occurring in one year is 4 substantial increase in the amount 
of premiums paid, not un,like the effect of such losses under the 
spread-loss policy to which the staff takes exception. It is f1Jrther 
noted that the general insurance premiums for the year 1972 closely 
approximate the 1973, 1974, and 1975 general insurance premiums 
encompassing the spre~d-loss concept. Another facet of the 
spre~d-loss insurance which should not be overlooked is the effect of 
ex~rieneed losses on the amount of premiucs paid. Within the limits 
of the insuranc~ company's acministrative costs and the balance in 
premium accumulation reserve, the premiums track experie~ced losses. 
It appears, therefor~, that the insu=anee plan used by Edison is not 
at odds with appropriate ratemaking considerations. Consequently, 
for this proceeding, we will adopt $3~017,OOO for Account 924, 
'cor~isting of the staff's estfmate of $1,470,000 plus $1,430~OOO 
spre~d-loss premium, plus one-half of the difference between Edison's 
and the staff's estimates excluding the spread-loss premium, as a 
reasonable operating expense for Account 924. In passing, we note 
that this amount is less than the $3,454,000 amount found ~casonable 
for the 1973 ~est year in Decisio;t No. 81919. 

Account 927, Franchise Requirements, is computed by the 
application of a formula that relates franchise requirements to 
revenues. Both Edison and the staff us,ed the same formula with the 

I 

difference in estimates resulting from the inclusion of fuel clause 

. '. 
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adjust.ment revenues by Edison and noe by the staff. We will app;ty 

this formula to the previously discussed adopted ,revenues to derive 
a 1976 test year expense for Account 927 of $8,798,000. 

Account 930, Miscell<lMOUS General Expenses, cons1sts of 
general man4gement expenses noe provided for elsewhere and includes 
such items as dues and donations ~ labor and expenses for experimental 
and general research work, and informational and goodwill advertising. 
The major differeDCes between Edisonfs and the staff's estimates are 
nonlabor and include the followi~ staff deletions: (a) $500,000 
of dues and donations; (b) Huntington Beaeh write-off of $547,000; 
(c) Vidal nuclear plant write-off of $865,000; and (d) $652,000 of 
Edison's estimated informational advertising expense of $1,000,000. 

The staff made an item-by-item analysis of dues and 
donations and excluded, in a total amount of $500,000, those deemed 
to be nonqualifying in line with Commission policy since this 
Commission's decision ~ Pacific Telephone and Telegraph Co. D.67369, 
C.7409 (1964) 62 CPUC 775 at 8S1, as upheld by the California Supreme 
Court in Pacific Tel & Tel Co. v Public Utilities Commission (1964) 
62 Cal 2d 634 at 668. There the Commission declared a future policy 
of excluding dues, donations, and contributions by a utility from 
operating expenses for ratemak1ng purposes. Upon review, the 

California Supreme Court expressly held that the policy adopted by the 
Commission to exclude such contributions from operating expe~es for 
rate fixing purposes is correct. (Pacific Tel. & Tel. Co. v Public 
Utilities Commission, supra, at 669.) We will adopt the staff's 
figure for this item. 

The staff's exclusion of $547,000 from Account 930 and its 
incl~sion as a "Special Amortization" in the summary of earniDgs has 
no ratemaking effect. This amount is the annual amortization charges 
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for the abandonment of Units 6 and 7 at Huntington Beach Power Plant. 
It was transferred out of Account 930 to the summary of earnings 
to reflect th~ after taxes effect of this specilll amortization .. 

Unlike the Huntington Beaeh Power Plant write~off the 
staff's witness excluded from Account 930 and did not include 
elsewhere an $865,000 acortiza=1on write-off for the Vidal nuclear 
generating station. He testified that data on the cost savings of the 
abandotlmen,t procedure was unavailable at the time be prepared his 
estimate so he was unable to dete~iDe whether or not it was a 
prudent abandonm~nt. An Edison witness presented rebuttal testimony 
on this matter to the effect that: (1) Edison cancelled its contract 
with General Atomic C~mpany for two 770 megawatt High Temperature 
Gas-Cooled,Reactors (HTGR's) on July 31, 1974; (2) it was stated that 
customer energy conservation efforts would enable Edison to defer by 

three to five years the planned operatitlg dates for the units; (3) the 
time delay would permit the engineering design of relatively more 
economical 1)500 MW RIeR's for the Vidal location; and (4) General 
Atomic announce' that they would "not unclertake any commercial 
commitments for the R'I'GR for the time being. tf We have evaluated 
the r~~~~e on this matter ancl are unable to conclude that Edison 
has met its burden of proving that this expense ought pro?erly to 
be borne by its ratepayers.. 'tore will, therefore, disallow any 
inclusion of the Vidlll write-off as an expense item for ratemaking 
t)ur?oses .. 

Our ado?tion of $50,000 in Account 930 for informational 
advertising has been previously discussed under sales expenses • 

. . 
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The difference between the staff's and Edison's eseimates 
for Account 932, Maintenance of General Plant, is $441~OOO or ll.3 
percent. The difference derives from the amount of maintenance to be 
incurred during test year 1976 for Edison's new Rosemead Computer 
Center. The record shows that the building was occupied in late 1974 
and the staff's estimate reflects only the recorded partial year 1974 
expense increased by one percent per year. We will .adopt Edison's 
estimate for this account. 

" 
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TaxesJ Other Than Income 
These expense items consist of ad valorem or property 

taxes~ miscellaneous taxes, and payroll taxes. !he significant 
differences between Edison's and the staff's estimates of ~hcse 1te~ 
is ad v~lorem taxes. Edison's 1976 t~st year estimate of this item 
is ~94,854,OOO as compared to the staff's estimate of $89,S77,OOO~ a 
difference of $5,277,000. The record shows that Edison overestimated 
the 1975 assessed evaluation by $40,000,000 and the tax rate by ten 
cents per $100 of assessed value with the result that Edison's 
estimated 1975 taxes were approx~ately $2~200,OOO higher than the 
recorded taxes. The staff's estimated 1975 taXes were only slighely 
higher than the recorded amount which tc~ds to confirm the accttrac1 
of the staff's 1976 ad valorem tax esticate a~d justifies its aoop
tion. ~e will also adopt the staff'~ estimates, osscd on later 
data, of payroll and miscellaneous eaxes • 

. ,' 
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Taxes - Income 
There are two areas of d1fferences between Edison's and 

the staff's 1976 income tax estimates, namely, (1) the staff's 
inclusion of an $11,000,000 tax deduction for repair allowance; and 
(2) the staff's adjustment to reflect the additional investment eax 
credit of $11,400,000 for 1976 allowed by the provisions of the 
Tzx Reduction Act of 1975 (TRA). 

In 1974 Edison filed an amended federal tax return for 1973 
in which it claimed a $12,372,920 '~epa1r Allowance" as allowed under 
the A.D.R. regulations. This repair"allowance is elective by each 
taxpay~r each year based on whether or not he can avail himself of 
the right to take such an allowance. Each type of plant, i.e., 
noclear, hydraulic, steam, transm1ss1o~distr1bution, etc., has a 
specific repair allowance percentage that is permitted within certain 
limitations. Edison's repair allowance for the year 1973 reflected 
only transmission and distribution facilities. The allowance for such 
plant is two percent of the total qualifying plant. The requisite 
computations for the determination of the repair allowance can only 
be derived from an analysis of the previous year's completed work 
orcers. Edison's witness testified ~hat it is his belief that the 
above-mentionee $12,372,920 repair allowance for 1973 complies with 
the complex regulations governing sueh an allowance but that he won'~ 
know for sure until IRS audits the books. For this reason~ Edison 
did not include a repQir allowance in its est~tes for the years 
1974, 1975, and 1976. 
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The st.s.fffs engineer mu1f:ip11ed the 1973 repair allowance 
by the ra~iQ of ~he average investment tax credit for the years 
1973 through 1976 to the actual tax credit taken in 1973 to derive 
a computed repair allowance of $11,037,634 which he rounded to 
$11,000,000 for ratemaking purposes. !his computation method is 
premised on the indirect relationship that both the ITe and repair 
~11owance b¢~r to current additions. This computed figure of 
$11,000,000 compares favorably to the actual repe~ allowance of 
$12,372,920 for 1973 and approximately $12,000,000 for 1974, appears 
=casonablc, and will be adop:ed for the purpo$es of this proceeding. 

'!'RA, signed into la~ by the President on ¥..a::eb. 29', 1915, 
prcvide~ among other things, fo= an increase in the investcen: ~~ 
credit rate from four percent to 10 percent (~e~en percent for 
certain trans:niss:!.on lines) for new qualified pj,;:.r;t expeoditures 
made subsequent to January 21, 1975 and befo=e Ja~ua=y 1, 1977, whe~ 
tbe ~nvestoent tax credit reverts back to the previous rata • 

. TRA further provides that those utilities, such as Edison, 
that use flow-througn accounting for tax depreciatic~ elect, by 

June 26, 1975) ot),e of the follOWing 'three options applicable to the 
a~thorized additional investoent tax credit: Op~1on lMreduce rate 
b3ce by the amOiJOt of the credit to be rGstored ratably over the 
book life of the affected properties, Option 2- credit income with 
the amortization of investment credit over the life of the property 
(ratable flow-through), or Option 3- flow·through immedietely the 
~cditional credit to net revenue through reduced tax expense. o~ 
J\!ne 25, 1975, Edison elected Option 2-ratable flow-thrOUgh.. 
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TRA also provides that the additional Ire benefits shall 
not apply if the taxpayer's cost of serv~ce for ratemaking p'Jrposes 
is reduced by more thsn a ratable portion of the allowable credit 
or if the base to which the taxpayer's rate of return for ratemaking 
purposes is applied is reduced by reason of any por'tion of the 
allowable credit. 

In addition 'to the increased ITC allowances, TRA provided 
for the acceleration of credit allowances tr~ough the exercise of 
the Qualified Progress Expcnditu:es (QPE) provision permitting the 
qualifying of a portion of each year's construction expenoitures for 
inv~stment credit. According to the rebu:~l testimony of Ediso~'& 

f ta d I'" t t 'V C S .... -..... ~. -... --"I:> ca!'~ger 0 xes en ass ... s ~n sccrc ary, J.!.r.. .. .. "'.:-( .... -... ~ ... o1P, .. A,ov 

total IrC for the years 1975-1979 is as follows: 

~:~d - Option 2 
QPZ anQ Qulll"1'ied PlaLt S 4,220 511,400 $ 7.200 S 4.592 S 4,200 $ 21,620 

Additions ~~ 
Total I~C $12,120 $24,Goo $30,909 $27.700 Z"',a,600 Sp-8.920 

.. ' 
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Associate Utilities Engineer 7 R. U. Joshi, testified that 

for ratemaking purposes he used direct flow-through for the origi~l 
four percent investment tax credit, for four percent of the QPE, and 
for one-fifth of the additional six percent 1nvestmeot tax credit in 
that particular year. The remaining fotlr-fifths of the additio~.al 
credit was deducted from rate base. Such a procedure, according 
to this witness's testimor.y, would apportion the benefits of the 
sdditional ITC ~etween the utility and the ratepayer. The benefits 
to the ratepayer would be the reduced revenue requirement associated 
with the tax credit and the benefit to the utility would be th~ 

edditi~~l cash ava11a~le to it of $3,563,000 in 197>. $11,850,OCO 
it'! 1976, $19,505,000 in 1977, $22,881,000 in 1978, $2'7,177,000 in 
1979, $16,727,000 in 1980, $8,573,000 in 1981, end $3,126,000 in 1~82. 

Tne additional cash, according to the testicooy, would resu:t in e 
reduced r<::venue requirement of $891,000 in 1975~ $4:#077,000 ic. 1976, 
$9,973,000 in 1977, $18,187,000 in 1978, $29,529,000 in 1979'7 
$35,525,000 in 1980, $32,206,000 in 1981, $24,102,000 in 1982, and 
$15,640,000 io 1983. !he staff witness furthe= tes:ified tho.t for 
the five-year periocl 1975 through 1'~79' the additiona11nvestment tax 
credit generated would be $56,710,000 Which under the staff's pro
posal, would re~ult in $27,177,000 of increased cash flow fo= Edison 
and a reduction of $29,533,000 in revenue requirement for the rate
payer_ 

Edison vehemently opposes the staff's ratemaking recO~C
dations on the additional ITC provided by TRA on the following ba~es: 
(1) it combines a. cost of service adjustment with a rate base adjust
men~ either of which would, in Edison's opinion, deprive it of its 
3.b11ity to obtain the additional ne bonefits provid.ed for by TRA-; 

'. 
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(2) the impact of such a loss would be in exce~s of $15,OOO~OOO for 
the year 1976 and, depending on t~e future action of Congress, for 
future years could be immense; (3) for the five-year period 1975-1979, 
the staff's proposal would flow througb to the ratepayers 91.4 percent 
of the I'IC benefie~ amounting to 97.8 percent of the revenue 
requirement' reduction benefits as contrasted to Edison·s proposal of 
£lo\<.ring through 76.4 percent of tbe ITe benefits and 87.4 percent 
of the revenue requirement reduction; and (4) accordins to Edis~n 
the steff's reeo~~endation violates tbe clear legislative purpose 
behind TRA of providing for a sharing of su¢h benefits when Optio~ 2 
is elected by the utility by the appliea tion of ratable flo~..,,-tbrouzh 
~or ratemaking purposes. Mr. Reendcrs further testified that t~e 
selection of Option 2, r~ table flow-through, was a pruden; act becz'l~~ 
t~e effe~t of such an election is a reduction in external =inaccin~ 
req'Uirem~nts and, increased mark~~abil1ty of Edison's bonds c!'I.1~ to 
~he beneficial effects of normalization on times interest cC"Jerzge 
~hich could :res'Ult in the e:cter.s ion of the act a'O,cl oth~!: f=~her 
positive steps by the Federal Government in its effor~~ to ~~?rove 
the financial integrity of the eleetric utility'ind'Ustry. Accordi~ 
to the testimony~ such actions would assist Edison in the £i~cing 
of new proc'Uct1on facilities as intended by Congress. S~~l~ 
argume~ts were advanced by Southern California Gas Company (SoCal) 
in connection with Application No. 55676 and Application No. 55544 
for offset increases and by San Diego Gas & Electric Company (SIX*.E) 
in connection. with Application No. 55677 and Application 1:0. 55543 
for offset 'increases as justifi~Atio~ for their election of Option 2. 
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In Decision No. 85627 dated March 30, 1976, in regard to 
SoCsl, we reflected the decrease in investor risk associated with the 
increase in before taxes times interest coveraee and the decrease in 
external financing requirements resulting from the election of 
Option 2 by a reduction of 0.25 percent in the authorized rate of 
return and, in regard to SDG6E, we accepted its e!ection of Option 2 
but served notice of again reviewing the issue in connection with its 
oext general rate proceed"ing.. Similarly, as previous1~ noted,. we 
included the decr.e3secl investor risk associated with Edison's election 
of Option :2 .o.s a factor considered in arriving at our determination 
01 a proper rate of return to authorize in this proceeding. 
Dapreciation Expense 

For the test year 1976 the staff estimate for depreciation 
expense presented by Senior Utilities Engineer R. L. Ong is 
$123,32'8,000 exclusive of any wage adjustment whereas Edison's 
estimate for depreciation expense presented its valuation engineer, 
A. B. Bowker, for the same test year is $136,491,000, a difference 
of $13,163,000. Of this amount, $253,700 is attributable to a 10'Wer 
staff estimate of ~lant additions and $1,179,000 is due eo the 
utilization of different lives for experimental trans~ission plant. 
The remaining $11,730,000 differential results from use by the staff 
of lower depreciation rates for transmission, distribution, and 
general pla.nt accounts. The record shows that the staff's lower 
depreciation rates derive primarily from the staff's utilization of 
relatively higher future net salvage ratios which in turn results 
from the different treatment accorded "other items". As discussed 
on the record in this proceeding "other items" include monies paid 
Edison for the relocation of facilities and the settlement of damage 
claims, losses covered by Edison's self-insurance plans~ the sales 

.,' 
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of utility plant such as in condemnation proceedings and reserve 
transfer and adjuscment bookkeeping entries. In tbe past reimburse
m~nt reeeivee for such relocation and s~1lar work ~as accounted 
for by (a) crediting o?er~tion ~nd maintenance expenses to the extent 
of actual expenses occasioned by the plant changes and (b) crediting 
the remainder to contributions in aid of construction. The depre
ciation expense assoe1at~d with this plant w~s used to reduce the 
balance of contributions in aid of oonstru~tion. Uc<!er such ~n 
accounting procedure monies received as detailed above had 00 effect 
on the depreciation accrual amount. The staff e~~ineer testified 
-:hn.t~ in his opinioo 9 the accounting for re1m~se:n,~nts received 
fro:!l o:her p~rties should be done in accordao-:e ~itlt NARUC R.ule 
No. 67 which states in part: 

"The cost of plant retirement should be accot:ntcd 
for in accordance with the rule appliC3ble th~eto. 
The cost of new plant should be included 10. the 
appropria:e plant accounts at actual cost of con
struction. The reimbursc=ent received shall be 
acco~nted for (a) by crediting operation and 
maintenance expenses to the extent of actual 
expenses associated by the plant changes and (b) 
crediting the remainder to the reserve for depre
Ciation, unless contractual terms definitely 
characterize residual or s~eei£ic accounts as 
~RPlt:~cable to the c~st 2f ~eolaee~~nt~~In the 
J.~'C -er .."event"1. ~?'Drop'X'1.a.~e cre~.l.t: Sl'10U ... ~-oe erl:ere.... to ~u2 p~a:l': accoun'C_ 
Such a ?roccdu=e would result in eecr~8~4 

depreciation accruals by either reducing the balance in plant 
accounts or increasing the balance L~ depreciation reserve. Anot~er 

factor affecting "other items" W3.S FPC Order No. 490 ~hich eli:t!:lated 
Account 271, Contributions In Ai4 of Construction, effective :Ja.n'".J8.ry '1.~ 
1974.. As of that date the account balance for plant ill service was 
ordered transferred to appropria:e plant accounts and the residue 
of the account ba.;ance 'Wellt ~ dt:p,cc:eut1on reserve. As a result of 
this order Edison adjusted its plant balances $85,710,6S7.23 and· its 
depreciation reserve $13p 170,935.73. 
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Aee~rd1ng to the staff e~g1ne~r's t~stimony, tee Commission 
staff's Standard Pr8ctice~, f~ate~!nA~io~ of Straight-Line 
Remaining Life Depreciation Acer~ls", scates that future oet 
salv~ge represents an estimate of the co:lars ~hich will be r~alized 

from the future retirement of all units now io service and that net 
salvage is gross salvage realized from resclc, re-use, or scrap 
disposal of the retired units less cost of removal. In his opinioo, 
'~ther it~ms" fall within these Farem~ters. This witness fur~~e= 
test~fied that his esti~~es, altho~~~ based o~ recordec data for 
the pe=iod 1969 through 1973, reflect ~ dee=o&se in the percent of 
future net salvage from lS.i3 to 17.45 pcreect. He contrests these 
p~rccntages with Edison's estimetes indi~at~s e decreese in future 
net salvage from 18.46 to S.61 percent within e three-year period. 
He testified to his belief that such a radical change is completely 
unrealistic and unreasonable. Edison asserts that this repid decline 
in the percentage of future net salvage to be realized indicates 
only that past practices have res~lted in underaceruing for d~p~e
ciation and not that its test year estimates are unre2sonable. 

Edison further argues that the money received as compen
sation for relocations is credited directly to expense and, thereby~ 
results in a renuction in the recorded cost of operations. It is 
i~ viewpoint tlMlt to consider such monies in the nature of s21vage 
in the development of depreciation expense is clearly a dup11cet1on 
of the reduction in cost of serv1ee. 

'., 
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We agree with the stAff contention that monies received 
from gove~nmental agencies for relocation work and similar projects 
are properly includable in deriv1~g future net salvage in com?uting 
depreciation expense and accruals. However, in view of marked de
c11~e in freeway construction and other similar work that would 
normally produce monies for such relocation projects for inclusion 
as "other items", we will reduce the amount of monies to be received 
from such projects to one-half the amount included in the sta~f's 
estimates. 

The staff witness also testified that Edison proposes to 
revise the average service lives for lS plant accounts. With the 
ehception of two aceou!"lts, Acco~nt 366, Underground Conduit, s.nd 
Account 368, Line 'I'rans£orcers, Edison's proposed cl'-..acges a.ppe3.r to 

the staff engineer to be reasonable. With respect to these two 
accounts Edison proposes to reduce the average service life for 
Account 366 plant from 7S to 4S and for Account 368 from 30 to 21 
years. !he st~££ used Edison's ~et1rement data to develop av~rage 
service lives for Account 366 by the 3rennan, Bauhan, and Garland 
m~thoQS for spans of five, 10,and l5 years. The average service 
lives thus developed ranged from 3Sto 74 years indicating to the 
staff engineer that a reduction of service lives for this accoune 
was ~:arranted but: that 55 years would be more appropriate thao. the 
45 year life proposed by Edison. Similar studies made for Account 363 
plant indicated a spr~d of ~v~rage service lives ranging from 19 
to 27 years result~ng in the staff ~ngineer's recomm~ndat1on of an 

',' 
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average service life of 24 years as comparcQ to Edison's proposed 
use of 21 years. We ~ill adopt an approximate midpoint of the 
spr~ao of , service life indicated by the three studies for these two 
accounts resulting in the utilization of a service life of S5 ye~rs 
for Account 366 and 23 years for Account 368. 

Our adopted test year depreciation expense will therefore 
be $131,171,000 reflecting the staff's estimated depreciation expense 
increased by $7,400,000 to reflect less relocation work and $443,000 
to reflect a decrease in the average service life of Account 368 
plant from 24 to 23 years. 

c - RA'IE BASE 

General 
For the test year 1976 the Commission staff's e:>t:ic:a~ of 

rate base presented by Mr. Ong exclusive of wage adjustment was 
$3,838,830,000 as compared to Edison's estimate presented by its 
senior plant appraiser, V~. L. O. Chubb, of $4,338,300,000, a 
difference of $499,470,000 or 13.1 percent. As shown in the follow
ing tabulation the primary differences in esticates 1n order of 
diminishing magnitude are: (a) the staff's disallowance of any 
nonoperative construction work 1n progress, (b) the staf·f's use of 
weighted average rather than year-end balances of replacement plant 
and/or plant installed to meet environmental requirements when such 
plant will not contribute to increased production or revenues~ (c) the 
staff's rccom=cnded reduction in fOSSil fuel stock in the working 
capital allowance, and Cd) the staff's assumed reduction of addi
tions in distribution transformer plant as a result of the continua
tion of Edison's transformer load ~nagecent prograc. 

',. , 
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. 
It~ . . Start' . Eaison . . . 

Util1tZ Plant 
(066) (o1J6) 

Beg. of Yr. Plt. in Service $4,433,281 $4,438,000 
Nuclear fuel, Opel!'. CWIP 111,000 11l,000 
Prop. Held Futm:-e Use 59,502 6-1,000 Nonoperative ~IP - 310 2 000 

Total :Beg. of Yr. $4,603, 7S'j $~iO,lj(ro 

?eighted Average Additions 
Plant in Serviee2/ $ 57,169 $ 61,.200 Nuc. Fuel & Oper:- CWIP 9,400 9,.400 
Prop. Held Fut1J%'e Use 1,325 1,900 Nonoperative ~~ 90,..000 
Speciel Items - Nonweighted - 66·z000 

Total Wt. Avg. Adds $ 67)~Z; $ 228,300 
62j~tments (Cust. Advances) $ (19,273) $ (19,000) 
Worki'£S .Ca})ital 

Fuel StoCk - Fossil $ 209,105 $ 256,200 
M&S and Fuel Prepayment 29,400 29,400 
Working Cash Allowance 179 2864 164 000 

Total Working capital $ 4rs,~6~ $ 41+Q!"6()O 
Total Before D~d'Uctions 

of Res.erve $5,070,773 $5,579,100 
D~duet1ons for Reserve $1~231z943 ~ 12249..: 800 Rate 'Base ~)~3~,g~O 4~338,3'OO 

};/ Basis for adopted figures set forth 
in ensuing paragraphs. 

'1:/ 

, '. 

Includes additions of distribution 
line transformers. 
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. Aa~ted]:/ : . 
((~)-

$4,433,28l 
111,000 
61,000 

-
$4,605,28l 

$ 59,169 
9,.400 
1,900 

-
$ 70,469 

$ (19,273 ) 

$ ~92 ,!oS7 
29,400 

$ ~61s2~2 82,& § 

$5,039,356 

~1.2~Z~ 
3,802,136 
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Nonoperative ~!P in Rate Base 
The inclusion or exclusion of oonoperative construction 

~ork 10 progress (NOCWIP), involves a question of fundamental regula
tory po-liey. Historically, utilities subject to this Commission'$ 
jurisdiction have accrued an allowance for funds used during con
struction (AD e) on ~IP. !his was done to capitalize the carrying 
charges or financing cost during the period when the plant is under 
construction. The ADC so applied is capitalized ~s part of t'he 
total construction cost when the plant beeoces operat1ve_ 

Such CWIP included in the ADC base has thus been excluded 
fro~ rate base on the theory that ratepayers should pay a return o~ly 
on reve~ue produced by plant that !s used and useful for utility 
services supplied. Edison proposes to include NOONIP in rate beze 
as a means of improving its cash flow to reduce its external ce?ital 
re~:uiretnents needed to finance its ongoing construction progr~t:S. 
Edison contends that with a plant expenoiture program projected at 
almost three billion dollars for ehe five-year period 1974 through 
1978 (excluding refunding requirements) of which capital £ro= 
external resources exceeds 2.1 billion dollars any proced~rc which 
will reduce the need for additional outside capital will aid materi
ally in meeting such finar.cicg reqlJ.1remeots.. Mt-. Smith Davis 
~estified that the inclusion of NOCWIF in rate base at rates of 
return in the nine to 10 percent range would reduce its reliance on 
cuts1de sources of capital by approximately $138~OOO,OOO ~ the 
third year or 10 percent of its capital requirements and result in 
a reduction of dividend requirements of over $9,000,000. 

' .. 
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In the past when both construction tlme and cost of 
capital were relatively much less than at present the inclusion 
or exclusion of NQCWIP in rate base had a very minor effect on 
a utility's financing. In this matter, however, with the 
$400,000,000 NOCWIP that Edison requests be included in rate 
base representing in excess of ten percent of the staff's 
estimated test year rate base, with the current allowance for 
interest during construction rate at the eight percent level, 
and with the cost of capital approaching the nine percent 
level, we will review our position on this issue. 

Testimony and exhibits on the inclusion of NOCWIP in 
rate base were presented on behalf of the Commission staff by 
Mr. Ong and by Financial Examine''' J" A.. Bilci and on behalf 
of Edison by Mr .. Smith Davis and Mr .. L .. Chubb. The staff's 
financial examiner urged the Commission to consider that the 
inclusion of NOCWIP in rate base will result in a minimal 
improvement in cash flow, will have the effect of shifting 
revenue requirements from future customers to present day customers, 
and could eliminate or reduce Edison's incentive to expedite the 
completion of eonstruction projects since uncompleted projects 
were included in the same rate of return computations as eompleted 
plant in service. He noted, however:, that over the life of the 
plant the inclusion of NOCWIP in rate base results in a smaller 
total revenue requirement for the ratepayer than if an allowance 
for funds used during this construction is added to the dollar 
amounts of CWIP and the total is inCl.uded in future rate base 
computations.. He further recommended that if we permit NOCWIP in 
rate base that Edison be allowed to include only $300,000,000 of 
NOCWIP in rate base rather than the requested $400,OOOpOOO amount 
and, also, that Edison be ordered to prepare a study to show the 
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1xnpact on other methods of improV"lng cash flow and bond interest 
coverage that are available to it. He further testified that 
inadequate cash flow is a serious problem facing many utilities 
but that .'lbsent any showing that the incl1.:sion of NOCWIP in 
rate base is the best alternative available to Edison to increase 
its cash flow he is in no position to make a positive recommendation 
urging that Edison's request be granted. The staff witness also 
mentioned the fact that every dollar of cash flow resulting from 
the allowance of NOCWIP in rate base requires two dollars of 
revenue be supplied by the ratepayer which, in his opinion, has 
a dam?ening effect on the initial appeal of such action. 

In our recent decision concerning PG&E (Decision No. 
86281 dated August 24, 1976 in Application No. 55509), we 
revieiled in detail our position on CWIP and came to the conc~usion 
that CI-nP should not be included in rate base. We are not 
persuaded that Edisonfs financial pOSition is so different from 
PG&E's that we should arrive at a different result. 

We are acutely aware of the benefits and burdens 
created by including CWIP in rate base" a.nd in the PGOrL decision 
we suggested ?ossible alternatives, especially one that would 
expedite the inclusion in rate base of plant as it comes on line. 
But our conclusion in PG&E is equally applicable here, where we 
said: 

ff~oje recognize that with the unprecedented demands 
for n~l capital presently confronting utilities 
that they are obliged to seek n~N and different 
methods of £inanci~s, including customer parti
cipation in raising funds for plant construction. 
At the same time, we have a continuing concern 
that because of the impact of income taxes that 
?roposals such as inclusion of ai!p in rate base 
require more than $2 of added revenues from 
customers for each dollar of additional cash 
flow finally made available to the utility. We 
urge 3?plicant to carefully explore all methods 
of customer participation in meeting financial 
needs tha t will eliminate this 'two-to-one' 
tax effect .. " (Decision No. 86281, page 52 .. ) 
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It has been brought to our attention that as part of 
the overall treatment of Ct.JIP is the subsidiary issue of "phantom" 
taxes. n"is issue arises from the tax treatment of ITC and bond 
interest relating to CWIP and interest during construction. In 
Edison's next rate case we to1ill ex~ect Edison and the staff to 
~resent evidence and exhibits showing the tax treatment resulting 
from various methods of considering CtnF and interest during 
construction. 
~~al Items - Nonweighted 

Edison proposes to depart further from historical rate base 
considerations by the inclusion in rate base of the year-end, rather 
than weighteci average, balance of $66,000,000 of certain nonrevenue 
increasing items such as rC?lacement plan and plant installed to 
meet environmental requirements. For the test yea:r 1976, Edison 

?ro?oses to discontinue the inclusion of these special items in the 
ADC base and include them in :rate base at thei:r year-end balance 
rather than on the basis of com,leted weighted average additions. 

'. 
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TJ?t!se replacement items ~ consisting generally of deteriorated 
distribution plant, storm damaged items, and overhe.ad-to
und.erground conversion projects, appear to have relatively short 
construction periods and, therefore, no departure from past 
practices appears justified. Also lacking in this record is 
convincing evidence that justifies special treatment of 
environmental items as contrasted with other NOCWIP. Consequently, 
the special items will be includ~ in the ADC base until 
completed and placed in service when they will be included in 
rate base on a weighted average basis as has been done historically. 
Fossil Fuel Stock Estimate 

Fossil fuel stock is comprised of fuel oil and coal in 
inventory for the operation of fossil fuel generating ~lants_ To 
safeguard against the impact of possible involuntary energy 
curtailment, Edison maintains sufficient quantities of fuel stock 
to operate for approximately 90 days.. The month-end inventory 
of fuel oil is derived by deducting the cUX'X'(mt month's burn from 
the previous month-end inventory on a first-in-first-out (FIFO) 
basis, and then adding in quantities received during the month at 
the eurrent market ?rice. In computing its inventory balanees, 
Edison utilized the recorded average balances of fuel oil stock .. 
It is the staff's position that such balances reflect more than 
a normal supply due to the 1974 above average availability of 
hydrogenerated energy which reduced the amount of oil burned 
to below average year quantities. 
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In Decision No. ,84577 dated June 24~ 1975 in Applieation 
No. 55198, we found that the fuel oil inventory of 14.600.000 barr~ls 
estimated for year-end 1975 represented approximately the SO-day 
supply required to protect Edison against an interruption in supply. 
We will adopt the l4~600,OOO barrels as the amount of fuel oil to be 

included as fossil fuel stock which at $15.868 per barrel utilized 
by the staff engineer in the preparation of his estimate results in 
a rate base allowance of $231.673.000 excluding an adjustment for 
unpaid invoices. The staff used the average percentage of unpaid 
invoices of 25.87 percent for the years 1971 through 1974.whereas 
Edison's unpaid invoice adjustment figure was 20 percent based on 
the weighted average dollar amount for the period 1971 through 1974. 
In view of the abnormally low dollar value of purchases made during 
the year 1974 because of the availability of greater than average 
energy supplies from the Pacific Northwest. the utilization of 
weighted dollar figures including such au abnormal year ~ocld tend 
to distort the results. Consequently, we will adopt the staff's 
unpaid invoice balance rounded to 25 percent. Under these 
circ~stances, the fossil fuel stock allowance which ~~ will adopt 
fo~ rate~~ng purposes is $192,1~7.000 consisting of 7S percent of 
the adopted fuel oil inventory amount and $19,433~OOO for other 
fossil fuel. 
Transformer Load M~nagement 

The staff witness noted that Edison increased its 
Account 583, Overhead Line Expense~ $1,090,000 in 1975 and $1,450,000 
in 1976 for the escalation of its transformer load management-program 
(TLM). He reflected these increased TtM expenses by a reduction of 

',-
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Edison's budgeted distribution transfo~r plant additions of 
$4,719,000 for the year 1975 and $8,333;000 for the test year 1976. 
The $8,333,000 figure was ba.sed on information supplied by Edison 
that TUM had resulted in a reduction in distribution plant below 
that which would have been required absent TtM of $50,000,000 ~ a 
six-year period. It is Edison's position that the reduction of 
$50,000,000 in rate base results in annual savings in return and 
depreciation expense in excess of $9,000,000, and justifies eon
tinuation of the program. 'Edison argues that there is no basis for 
assuming a continuation of the $8,333,000 reduction 10 transformer 
plant additions. The record shows that Edison estimates that the 
reduction in transformer additions for the test year 1976 would be 
$3,,200jOOOO or $1,600,000 on it weighted average basis.. Edison '5 

contention that the initial annual reduction in plant additions of 
$8,333,000 will not be su~tained appears logical buten approx1::late t"'.¥o
thirds reduction in the savings in plant additions appears excessive. 
We will therefore adopt the staff's estimate of $4,~33,281~OOO 
beginning-of-~ar plant in service and $59~169.000 weighted average 
aeditions to plant in service to refleet 4 reduction in transformer 
plant additions of approximately $4,000,000 over the budgeted amount 
as a result of TtM. 
Ormond Beach Plant Cost 

The Ormond Beach generating station was charged with the 
cost of a contra.ct'to construct an off-shore marine oil pipeline 
mooring facility. Edison consummated this contract without receiving 
prior approval from responsible governmental agencies. The approval 
was denied and the project was terminated in 1973 at a cost to Edison 
of approxitllS.tely $670,000. This amount was retained in the work 
order costs for the utility plant. The staff's financial examiner 
recommends that the item be removed from the utility plant accounts 

'., 
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and that Edison strengthen its procedure for receiving permit approval 
before un~ertaking similar projects in the future. It is axiomatic 
that som~ design and engineering costs have to be incurred prior to 
receipt of governm~ntal approval on a contemplated project in order 
to have suffic1ene information upon which to base a request for such 
governm~ntal approval. Under these circumstances~ we will permit 
the disputed plant costs to remain in rate base. 

D - SUMMARY OF EARNINGS 

In 1964 the United States S~preme Court held that the sale 
of electric energy to the city of Colton was a sale at wholesale in 
interstate commerce within the meaning of the Federal Power Act. 
(Southern California Edison Company and California Public Utilities 
Coomission v Federal Power Commission and city of Colton (1964) 376 
US 205, 11 L ed 2d, 638.) As a result of that deCision, it is 
necessary in proceedings, as in this one~ where, resale service is 
present to segregate revenues and allocate expense and rate base 
items between those subject to our jurisdiction 3nd those subject 
to the jurisdiction of other regulatory agenCies. The following 
tabulation summarizes the previously discussed adopted results of 
operations and, utilizing the subsequently discussed monthly peak 
responsibility method, the apportionment of revenues and allocation 
of expense and rate base items between those subject to our 
jurisdiction and those that are not. 

-~-
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SID~{.l.ARY OF EARNINGS 

Year 1976 at Present Rates 

: ______________ ~lt~e~m~ ________________ ~:~~s~z~s-te~~~j~~~:~~c~?~O~c~: 
(Dollars in Thousands) 

O'Oeratin'~ Revenues 
Revenuesll 

Operating Expenses 
Production y 

Transmission 
Distribution 
Customer Accounts 
Sales 
Conservation Program Expense 
Administration & General 

Sub,tota1 
Special Amortization 21 
Net vlage Adjustment 
Depreciation 
Taxes Other Than Income 
Income Taxes. 

Total Operating Expense 
Net Operating Revenue 
Rate Base 
Rate of Return 

(Red Figure) 

$1,232,883 

480,061 
37,299 
64,677 
30,901 
1,984 
2,400 

8;.,584 
702;900' 

547· 
(8,948) 

131,171 
100,169 
~2.054 
9~7,~~ 

274,984-
,3,802,136 

7.23~ 

11 At base rates established by 
Decision No. 81919. 

£I At unit costs and fuel mix adopted 
in Decision No. 81919. 

1I Huntington Beach write-off. 

t. 
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$1,166,807 

442,685 
34,635 
64,584 
30,890 
1,984-
2,400 

S2.S3Z 
(;)oO,OIO 

'. 529~ 
(8,6561' 

126,294:' 
95,936 
~O.6~2 94,7 5 

262,042 
;,629,462 

7.22"% 
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v - COST ALLOCATION 

This Commi$sion~ together with ntmlerous other utility 
~egu13tory agencies And prac~it1oners, has consistently held 
that cost-of-service is an important guideline in the reasonable 
apportionment of overall revenue 1pcreases cmong the various 
customer groups. For ~ny given o,er~tion, the method of classi
fying expense and rate base items into components and allocsting 
these components to the various groups can m4terially 
affect the groups' indicated cos:s of service. Under these 
circumstances, it is not surprising that zepreseneecives of e 
particular customer group ~ould advocate classifiC4t1on and elloca
tion methoes that cast their group in ~he most ~dvantageous lighe. 
Evidentiary cost allocation material was presented in this pro
ceeding by Edison, the Commission staff, Tv~, Kaiser, CMA, 
Com.nitt~e, and Gov(;rmuent. ' 

As previously stated, it was first necessary to segre
gate revenues and allocate expense and rate base items between 
those subject to our jurisdiction and those subject to the jur1~
diction of other regulatory agencies. CPUC jurisdictional exper~~ 
and r3te base ~tems were then allocated to the following customer 
groups: Domestic (Schedules D-l!6, D~rL, and portion of OL-l); 
Lighting 4nd ~ll Fower (Schedules A-l/6, P-l, Te-l, and 4 por
tion of OZ.-l; large Power (Schedule A-7 and Sequoia Park); Very 
Large Po~~r (Schedule A-8 and Ed~ards A.F.B.); Agricultural Po~~ 
(Schedules PA-l and 2); Street Liehting (Schedules LS~l and 2); 
and Off-peak ~). 

',' 
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After the ov~r811 costs to serve have been esublished 
by an appropriate results of operation study, the fir~t steps in 
the p~ocess of arrangement cf cost groups for purposes of alloca
tion are f~netionalization and classific~tion. In this proceeding 
expenses and rate b.as~ items, exclusive of Ss.nttt catalina. Islan<1, 
Pacific Intertie, Other Electric Revenue, Fringe, and Pooling 
eontract~are f~ct1onalized in~o Power Pool and Distributing 
System and classified into demand, commodity, and customer 
components. 

Consistent with its showing in its recent rate increese 
~p~lic~tions, Edison classified as commodity the following: 
100 percent of its production fuel expense; that portion of pur
cr-.zsea power expense computed oy the energy cbJ.lrge; certain items 
from production-other expense; SO percent of all hydro expenses 
(including O&M, A&G, depreciation, taxes, and return); p~zccnt:age$ 
of production maintenance costs, and fossil fuel handling costs. 
Cla.ssified as demand compon~'llt zre the re:a.,inde= of pro<!uction-otaer 
expenses and purebJlsed power ex;>ense, .production rate base,. and all 
transmise10n ~Xp~n$e6 and rate base. Distributing system expenses 
and rate base items were classifi~d b~een commodity, ceman&, 
and eust¢me~ components by analysis. !he Commission steff's 
witn,zsses, SUpcrrlsing Utilities Engineer D. L. Houck snd Senior 
Utilities Engineer P. E. Golsan, Jr., used the sa:ne classification 
procedure as Edison. 

Statements of the alleged innppropr1aten~$s of some of 
the a.l>ove elaas1fications were included in the tc:stimony of some 
0: the various witnesses. G. B. Sehe~r, testifying on oeha:'f of 
Kaiser Steel Corpora.tion. (Kaiser) J and D. J. Reed, testifying on 
behalf of Government, both took iss'Uc with Edison f s and staff's 
classification of 100 p-e're~nt of !'-'IIC)t And {\l01 b4.ndl:tng, expense 

'" 
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as comtodity stating that, in their opinion, no-load fuel and 
fuel handling cos:s should be included in the dema~ component. 
In $up~ort of his position on no-load fuel, ~~. Reed quoted 
excerpts from the ~JRUC Cost Allocation MAnual indicating th4t 
fuel is the best exam~lc of an ~nergy-related cost, at least, 
beyond the level of no-load fuel and that SO'Cle argue th8.t no
load fuel should be classified as d~nd component. He 81so 
noted that both the staff and the utility treated no-load fuel 
as .4 eemand cost in cost allocation st~dies prepared in conn~c
tion with PG&E's Application No. 54279. Edison's assistant 
menager of th~ Systems Operation Division of the Power Supply 
D~partment, M. R. Kent, testified that Edison does not op~te 
its gen~rating units at no-load, but provides spinning re3~ 
fro= a number of partially loaded units. Such.ope~4tions jus:ir/ 
the exclusion of no-load fuel (assuming that a rC480nable figure 
could be derived) from the demand component. We will, therefore, 
accept the staff's and Edison's classification of fuel as 
100 percent commodity. 

Mr. Reed further quoted from the ~UC Cost Alloe&tion 
Y~n~al to support the classification of fuel handling expense as 
being demand r~lated as follows: 

"Some utilities have considerable plant 
investment in fuel handling equipment, 
such as piping for natural gas~ oil, or 
slur.cy, and nuclear fuel handling equip
ment. If the fuel were delivered to the 
plant, rather than through the utilities' 
equipment, the cost of the fuel would . 
reflect any co~ts assoc1~ted with delivering 
the fuel to the plant. Therefore, it is 
sometimes argued that the pla~t-relaeed costs 
of the :u~l-hendling equipment should be 
classified as an energy-rc14:ed cost. ~ 
should be evident, however, that such invest
ment· wn!le unaIfeceea 5 variations In 
~nerfY useJ ~s rect r-re :e to t e capacity 
reau :rem~nts ot the ut trty." (!mphs.s!s sa ea oy witness.) 
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Such a statement supports the witness' position that 

fuel handling costs should be clessific~ for inclusion in the 
d~mand component. However, FPC Order No. 421 (Docket No. R-391) 
added Item 4 for inclusion in Account NOe l51, Fuel Stock, on 
the basis that these costs should be incluG~d in ~he fuel stock 
account so that the cost of fuel would be more accurately 
reflected. Item 4 reads: 

"Operating, It3intenance and depreciation 
expenses and ad valorem texes on utility
owned transpo~tation equip~ant ~s~d to trans
port fuel from the ~int of acquisition to 
the unloading poine." 

With the FPC requ1remen~ tr~t fuel ~ndl1ng cos~ be incl~eed as 
~ cost in the fuel steck account the staff's end Edison's inclu
sion of these costs in the c~~dity co~pocent is appropria:e. 

Edison' s ehi~f %'."ZUla:o:y coc~ e::.gin(:C'!', E. R. Sample, 
was cross-examin~d in ~etail on the basis for the classification 
of 50 pereer.t of hydro exp~rs~s as being energy-related for inclu
sion in the cow:no<!ity compon~t. He r~sponded. too: only the 
energy available during an adverse hyd~o year could be consider~d 
&$ dependable capacity and, therefore, only those rate base and 
expense 1~cms related to this dependable capacity, expressed es 
a pcrcent3ge of total hydro r.ate 'base and c~nse items, are 
properly included in th~ d~~nd eompon~t. On the Edison system, 
.according to this witness' t~stimony, adverse hydro yez:r een.....'>';:3 ... 
ticn is .a?proxi~tely o'!'le-bal~ th~t oi a.n av~rs.ge hydro year 
generation forming the baois for the 50 percent figure. This 
methodology is discussed as an aecept~~le basis for classi
fication of hydro r3te base and expense it~ in the ~JtUC 
'02.nual. In view of Edison's past practices and the ge-l1er.el 
acceptability of this 'tteth~,. 1~s adoption in this proceeding is 
warranted. . ., 
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The record indicates that most of the rate base and 
expense items relating to the distrib~ting system are classified 
by Edison. as inclu<!able in th.l! customer component. In sharp 
contrast to this practice, Dr. Coyle of !URN would include in the 
custo~~: component only costs relating to m~ters, services. and 
customer accounting and collecting and Dr. Dunn of Committee 
would include only the costs of metering. billing, customer 
aceounting, service to customers, uncolleetibles, ~nd the owner
ship nnd maintenance cost of that portion of the distribution 
system actually used to serve a given class. The other distrib· 
uting system items would be classified by both of these witnesses 
;:.s d~and :elated. Such positions are generally support jed by :b.e 
K~RUC ~nual which specifies eithe= the minimum size of fecilit!es 
or the zero int~rcept methods of elsssifying distribution £aeilit7 
items between demand and customer compon~nts. Y.r. Semple, in his 
rebuttal testimony supporting Edison's method of classification 
of distribution facility items to cus~omer ~OUPS. st2.ted that the 
allocations are based on the weighted number of e~to~~s anl :~e 
use of weighting factors which reflect size 8nd usag~and pr~e 

results that are ~ot dissimilar to those obtained by the use of 
methods adV'oc.a.ted by othe=s. Edison' s positio~ does not app~r 
unreasonable and we will not further pursue the matter at this 
time. We will, however, place Edison on notice t~~t tee similarity 
of results produe~d by Edison's method and either of the two 
m~thods ~iscussed in the NARUC manual will have to be satisfac
torily 'Verified befo~ 'We will 4<:<:ep.t sw:h results in future 
proceedings. 

'f' 
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Allocation of Demand-Related Costs 
The allocation of the commodity component to groups on the 

basis ~£ kilowatt-hour sales at a common level and the allo~tion of 
the custom2r component to groups on the b~~1s of average or weighted 
number of customers is relatively straightforward ~nd noncontroversial. 
The basis. for the allocation of the demand component, however ~ can be ~ 
and often is, highly controversial. The tr.ree methods discussed in 
detail on the record in this proceeding were the Load Factor-Diversity 
Factor (LFDF), the MaXl.ml.'tt!l ~!on-Coincident Demand (NCO), and the 
Monthly Peak Responsibility CMPR) methods. The record shows that 
Edison has used the LFDF method for the allocation of the demand 
c~on.ent to customer groups since 1952 and the M?R method for the 
allocation of thi~ component to jurisdictions since lS70. In both 
Decision No. 78802 dated June 15, 1971 in Application No. 52336 end 
D~ision No. S19l9 we found these methods of allocating rate base .and 
expense items betw~en jurisdictions ~nd California jurisdictional 
customer groups reasonable. 

In general the results derived from the ap~licatian of the 
NCO ~etbod produce results that favor the relatively high load 
factor groups ~hereas the MPR results favor the relQtively low load 
factor groups. It is, thcrefore~ not surprising that Mr. Reed, 
testifY'rn~ on behalf of Coveroment, advocated the use of the NeD me:hod 
cf allocating demand-relat~d itams, whereas Dr. Coyle, testifying on 
bCMlf of TURN, urged the US~ of the M?R m2thod for such alloeat1o:l.S. 
Both of these witnesses, although presenting widely divergent view
points, took issue with both the theoretical validity and the practical 
application of the tFDF method. 
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Mr. Reed testified that the LFDF method'is a cost 
reclassification :ather than a eost allocation method. He 
stated that once the costs have been classified as bet'W'een 
demand-re14~cd costs &nd eommoditywreleted eos~s the ap?11eat1on 
of LFDF fo=mulae to the dcmand-re14ted costs results, in the 
ease of Edison, in approximately 20 percent of the demand-related 
eosts being reclassified as commodity-related costs. y~. Reed's 
pre~red testimony (Exhibit 100) contained quotes from articles 
by such well-kno~~ utility regulatory theorists as C. S. Reed, 
H. W. Hill, and Constantine »ary supporting 'the following conclu
sions on the LFDF method of alloce.:ing demand-rela:e~ r~te b3~e 
and expense items: (1) the LFD: method encourages low montaly 
and law a~ual load factors because it rewards the tY?~ of 
customer whose load characteristic is minimal to the bes~ 
interests of the utility; (2) ~thin the actual ~~nge of load 
factors utilized for cost-of-service studi~s, the contribution 
of a custo~er group to the system peak demand is independent of 
the customer grouys annual load factor inveli~ti~g the theo
retical conclusion ~hat the LFDF method allocates diversity 
benefits in proportion to each customer group's contribution 
to sc.ch ben<::fits; and (3) diversity and coincident factors of 
customer groups are materially influenced by the varianee of 
weather conditions from normal weather condi~ions. The LFDF 
method of allocating demand-related items differs from th~ NCO 
method in the apportionment of diversity benefits. This 
different1el is reflected in the apportionment of a percentage 
of the demand-related costs on the basis of Average demands 
and the remainder on the basis of maximum non-coincident G~ne~. 
The mathematical result of this procedure is the ~e ~s tbough 
a portion of the dettand .. related items were to be reclassified 
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as commodity. There is, how~er. a theoretical differential 
which cannot b2 overlooked and that is that the apportionmen~ 
of eosts on average demand is ~ demand and not a commodity 
apportionment. It is noted that although Mr. Reed quotes 
widely from various portions'of the NARUC ~nual there are no 
quotes from Chapter VII "Summs:ry of R.esults 4nd Conclusions". 
Of particular 1ntarest in this discussion is the following 
quote relating to the toad Factor-Excess Demand (LFED) method 
which yields the same customer group total allocated costs as 
the LFDF: 

"The Load ractor-Zxcess D~.and method is 
based on the precise that ~ linear rela
tionship exists beeween a customer group 
d~-and coincidence and load factor. The 
app11ca~ion of this method allocates 
proportionately less of the diversity 
benefits to the high load factor customer 
&ro~ps and more to the low losd factor 
STOUpS. The Load Factor-Excess Decand 
method is reco~ended as a suitable 
vehicle to p~operly allocate costs where 
8. n\lmber of significant peak loads increase 
the proba~11i~y of &rea~er partieipati¢n QY 
the high load factor customers. rr " 

Mr .. Houck advoca.ted the use of 'the ME'R. method for the 
allocation of California jurisdictional power pool costs and 
the LFDF method for the alloeation of distributing system cos~s. 
Dr. Coyle in his prepared testimony (Exhibit 98) stated that the 
~~CD method,. applicable to approximately 80 percent of tr!~ dcm:tnd
related items on the Edison system,. is no: appropriate for 
allocating demand costs on the basis that it gives no considera
tion to the time of customer group peak demand 4S related to 
system peak demands. He agrees with the staff that MPR should 
be used for the California jurisdictional allocations .as well as 
for the allocations between jurisdictions. 
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In its brief p Edison argues that the MPR method h4s 
two serious defeces that preclude its suitability for use for 
california jurisdictions1 alloeations in this proceeding: 
(1) lack of data indicating ~bat the $~~ltAneous peak 
of the customer groups is at the t:!.me of system peak; and (2) the 
wide variation of results th4t could obtain as a result of the 
shifting of time of system peak. It 1s obvious from the record 
that there is some validity to both of these purported defects. 
The lack of suitable data is highlighted by the staff's 
presentation (Exhibit SS) wherein the MPR results 
are shown for a composite customer group consisting of Lighting 
and Small Power. Agricultural and Pt.:mping, Street Lighting, and 
Off-Peak because of the unavl11lab1l1ty of data for the individual 
customer groups. In addition, as argued in Government's briefs, 
the accuracy of the allocations based on 1973 test data, the year 
in which OPEC embargoed oil with the r~sult that this Commission 
institut~d conse.rvation regulations, coupled with the experienced 
mild w1nter~ is highly questionable. In spite of these infirmi
ties, however, the results presented in the staff's' seudy serve a 
useful purpose in emphasizing ~he spread of results obtainable by 
the use of the various widely accepted alternate methods available 
for classification and allocation of demand-related cos~s. 

After a careful revi~1 of the exhaustive and detailed 
cost allocation data contained in the record of this~roceeding, 
we are persuaded that the MPR method for jurisdictional allocatit)ns 
is reasonable and should be extended for California jurisdictional 
operations in the manner recommended by our staff .. 

We ere putting Edison on notice, however, that it sho~ld 
expand its load study program to enable an MPR allocation of demand 
costs between all customer groups to be made in any future ra'te 
proceeding before this Commission.. Edison is well eware of the 
Commission's orders concerning timc-of-day rates for electric 
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service. Customer groups which benefit the syst~ by shifting loads 
off the system peak due to the implementation of timc-of-day rates 7 

load management programs, or conservation efforts~ would receive a 
commensurate reduction in assigned costs under a peak responsibility 
method of· allocating such costs. Because of this eom~atibility of 
peak responsibility allocation with load shifting practices being 
promoted by this Comiss1o'O.,. we expect Edison to submit alternate 
allocation studies for production and transmission demand related 
costs in any future rate proceeding it may file before this Commission. 

VI .. RATE DESIGN 

Ceneral 

The apportionment of any .::.uthorized increase to the various 
customer groups and the appropriate design for the various rates 
within the respective groups were by far the most controverted issues 
raised in this proceeding. Most of th~ testimony and exhibits 
presentee! by other than the Cotn:lission seaff and Edison related to 
this subjeet. In order of their appearance, presentations were made 
by Norman E. Nichols and Dennis B. Whitney, on behalf of the Los 
Angeles Department of v1ater and PO~ler; George 3. Scheer, on behalf of 
Kaiser Steel Corporation; D. J. Reed 7 on behalf of 1:he U. S. Department 
o~ Defense; Lloyd H. Harvcgo, on behalf of California Department of 
'Water Resources; ·Emerson Lewis, Richard B. Poo1 7 and Silas L. Youne, on 
behalf of California Y..anufacturers Assoeiat1on; Dr. Eugene P. Coyle, on 
bel"lalf of TURN; Dr. C. L. Dunn, on behalf of Committee; D. J. Reed, on 
behalf of California Y~nu:Zacturers Association; ~Y. J. Govan., on behalf 
of Committee; John F. Roberts, .Jr., and Norman Busch, on behalf of 
~jestern Mobilehome Association; and Dennis Kavanagh, on behalf of 
Golden State Mobilehome O~ners League. 

However, only Edison and the Commission staff proposed a 
complete set of rates. Edison's proposed rates, presented by its 
mana8er of ra tes, John L. Dee, purportedly reflect consideration of 
many factors includ':'ng rate history, revenue stabilitY7 characteristics 
of use, zoning eriteris.~ comparison with other ut1lities~ cost-of-
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service, environmental factors. value of service, and comparative 
considerations, together with reliance on judgment and experience in 

applying such factors to reach a conclusion as to proper rate design. 
In general, the changes in ra te design from prior X':ltes containe'.l in 
Edison's proposals reflect a leveling of the rates from the initial 
blOck to the terminal block, substantial increases in the customer 
charge in the domestic and general service rates, and substantial 
increases in the demand charges of the large power and very large 
power rates. 

The sta:ff' s recommended rates presented by Mr. Houck 
IjlCre designed to yield SI) percent and 100 percent of the requested 
revenue incre~sc with the intent that the relative apportionment of 
any authorized increase could be interpolated for intermediate values. 
The staff first designed domestic rate alternatives consistent with 
its interpretation of our lifeline rate policy enunciated in 
Decision No. 84902. At the 100 percent of requested increase level, 
this amounted to approximately $51 million. According to the 
testimony, the remaining $287 million of the requested increase was: 
apportioned to the remaining customer groups after considering various 
factors sueh as the relative variation in rates of return between 
large power and very large power customers and their relationship 
to the other customer groups and the total company return and the 
relative percentage increases that would reSUlt for the various 
customer groups. 

I, 
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Re1a.ted Mstterg 

At the.t1m0 of iss'U~nce of Decision No. 1>5294 granting 
Edison a partial general rate inc~0ase we had before us three 
matters effecting the overall rate design issua on this matter 
as follows: case No. 9804, our investigction into changes, if 
any. to be made to electric rate struc~urcs to encou~age eon
servation of el<.-<:tricity; Case No. 9886, our investigation into 
electric utility fuel cost adjustment tariff provisions and 
procedures; and Case No. 9988, our investigation into the deter
mination of 4 lifeline volume of gas and a lifeline quantity of 
electricity and into gas and electric utility rate structures 
and the changes, if any, th&t should be ~Ade in presen:ly eon
stit~ted rate structures to provide a lifeline quantity of 
energy to the average residential user for s~cifi~d end uses. 
Decision No. 85559' dated ~Arch 16. 1976, D~cision No. 85731 
dated April 27, 1976~ and Decision No. 86087 dated· July 13~ 1976 
were renoered on these rr.atters. Many of the active participants 
in this proceeding were also active perticipants in one or more 
of the above proceedings with the result that parallel pres~:&
~ions were sometimes mad~ in two or more of these pro~eeQ1ngs. 

case No. 9804 was undertaken pu=suant to th~ request 
of Legislature in ;~sembly Concurrent Resolution No. 192 urging 
a thorough 1nvestig3tion of alternate rate struceures designed 
to dis¢oursge rather than encour~ge increased consumption of 
electricity. The alternatives sp~ci£!ed for inclusion in the 
investigAtion were discount pr1c~s for reduced consumption, 
plecing all increases in tailblocks, inVersion of rate structure, 
time of day priCing, seasonal pcsk pricing, and msrgitl8.1 cost 
pricing. In sddition, we expanded our investigation to include 
rates bas~d on price elasticity, special rates for large domestic . 

" 
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users~ rates for small domestic users, rates related to peak loads, 
and other relevent alternatives. Decision No. SSS59 requires the 
major electric respondenes, including Edison, to file time-of-day 
pricing tariffs for large usage customers having the requisite 
metering equipment, to install additional metering for customers 
~hose demand exceeds 500 KW and file,time-of-eay tariffs for such 
customers, submit proposals for ticc-of-eay pric~ng tariffs for 
custom~rs ~hose demands are l~ss than 500 ~, submit proposals 
for experimentation ~ith end-use tariffs such as for air condi
tioning, study and submit annual proposals on price elastic~ty 
ar.d cross-elssticity, file experimental tariffs for the 8??li~
tion of peak load pricing to large domestic users who inseall 
loltd-shedaing or s1mi~r devices, cooperate with large CU3:cmers 

in the development of load management techniques, and sUbmit 
specific proposals for the utili~tion of waste heat dev~loped 
by ee~tain industrial customers. Decision No. 855$9 also focnd eha= 
marginal cost data would be useful in establishing rates, and that 

both average and marginal cost data should be used by this Cocmission 
in designing rates for electric service. Edison is hereby put QU 

notice that marginal cost data must be included mth any future 'r<!"ee 

~ 

a?~lication filiug before this Co~S$ion. 
As previously discussed, Decision No. 85731 provided 

the basis for the establisltment of an energy cost adjustment 
clause to replace the presently effective fuel eost adjustment 
billing factor. 

Decision No. 86037 established lifeline quantities of 
electricity for basic residential use, water heating, and space 
heating for four climatic zones for singlc·family and multi-unit 
complexes. The revenue effect of the establisl~ent of these 
lifeline quantit~es of electricity was included in our consideration 
of the .appropriate apportionment of the authorized revrenue increase 
to the various customer gr~ups. 
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Rate Spread 
A review of the copious material presented by parties to 

this proceeding on the allocation of the authorized rate increase 
leads us to the conclusion that a uniform cents-per-kilowatt-hour 
increase is the most appropriate method to utilize in this matter. 
This decision takes into consideration the fact that the overall 
increase being authorized"herein is substantially less than the 
amount requested by Edison, and further that a rate reduction of 
similar magnitude on a uniform cents-per-kilowatt-hour basis due to 
an energy cost adjustment clause filing is being issued concurrently 
with this decision. We will maintain the domestic schedule 
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restructuring and uniform cents-per-kilo~att-hour inerease to all 
other schedules from the interim decision and will also apportion . 
the additional increase of $44.5 million to the California juris-
dictional custome~ groups ~nclueing lifeline sales on the basis of a 
uniform eents-pcr-kil~ate.hour increase. Because of a concurrent 
reduction in Edison's ECABF, the utility's r~enuc level will not be 
increased as a result of the ECAC decision being issued simultaneously 
with this general rate increase decision. However, with the 
corres?onding reduction in the ECAC rate, the bills for lifeline 
usage will result in lifeline rates being maintained at the January l~ 
1976 level. A summary of the adopted increases by eustom~ gr~~ps 
~s as follows: 
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· · · · 
: : : 'toUt! : 
: Pre-interim: ECAC : Prc-interi:l: 

: ____ ~C_u~s~to~m~e~·r~G~ro~u~p~ __ ~~~~~:~R~ev~e~n~~c~s~~:~R~ev~c~n~u~e~s~:~R~c~v~en~~~c~s~: 

· · · · 

Domestic 
Lighting & Small Power 
Large Power 
Very Large Power 
Agricultural & Pumping 
Street Lighting 

Total Customer Group 
Other 

Total Jurisdictional 

Customer Group 

Domestic 
Lighting & Small Power 
Large Power 
Very Large Power 
Agricultural & Pumping 
Street Lighting 

Total Customer Group 
Other 

Total Jurisdictional 

1:.1 

· · · · 

(Ool13r5 in Thousands) 

$ 44·9 ~ 962 $132~860' $ 582~822 
278·~948 91;,351 370,299 

loterJ.m 
Iner~se 

227,651 122,525 350,l76 
119,733 86,337 206,120 
48,352 20,404 68,756 
29,651 5,893 35,454 

l,154,207 
12,600 

1,166,807 

· :":urreo.e · · Revenue · 

[j.59,42J 

459,L:.20 

1,613,627 
12,600 

l,626,227 

: J!l.d"opfed lncrease::r./: 
: Al:lount : Pereene:;;. : 

(DoIittrs l.n tilOUSmlcis) 

$ 9,74: $ 592,562 $12,870 2.17% 
19,240 389,539 8 850 2.27 
25,530 375,706 11:870 3 .. 16 
l8,050 224,170 8,370 3.73 
4~300 73,056 1~970 2.70 
1 1240 36,694 570 1 .. 55 -

78,lOO 1,691~727 4li,SOO 2.63 
12 z600 

78,100 l~ 7OL ... ~'327 L:.4,SOO 2.61 

Above current revenue. 
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DWR. Contracts 
Testimony and exhibits wore presented by Edison, the 

Los Angeles Departm~nt of Water and Power (LAD?,?), and ~he 
C41ifol-nia Division of Water Reso~rces (DV1.R) relative to the 
following agreem~nts: the ~plier's contract between PG&E, 
SDG&E, Edison, LAD"ifP, the State of California, and DWRj the 
purcMse contract between PG&E, SDG&E, Edison, and DVm; and the 
EE"l contract between Edison, PG&E, SDG&E, and DWR.. 

!he supplier's contract provides for supplying capacity 
~nd energy to DWR for the operation of its pum~ing plants on the 
aq'Jeeuct system of the State Wa.ter Project at 3 .. 0 mills per 
kilowatt-hou-r and 20,000 kilowatts of on-peak capacity &t $17 
per kilowatt-year. The purchase agreement' provide~ for the 
purchase of the output of DWR's Hyatt (Oroville)-Thermalito 
hydroelectrie po~er plants at approximately 2.S9 mills per 
kilowatt-hour for energy and $12 per kilowatt-year for capaci~. 
The EP.V contract provides, ~mong other things~ fo= the sp-le to 
Edison of substantial ~ortioIlS of the DWR. entitl~ent to C3Dltdisn 
entitlement power at 2.6 mills per kilowatt-hour for energy &nd 
$6.60 per kilo~att-year for capacity. 

It is Edison's position that the rev~nue received under 
the supplier's contract is not ade~uate to cover the cost of 
generating such energy and that the purchase cost of energy 
bo·-,ght under the purchase and ERV contracts is well below current 
and future costs of providing such power under alternative 
arrangements. Edison arsues that under such present arrangements 
it is the shArehold.ers 'Nho bear the burden of the revenue defi
ciency and the ratepayers derive the benefit of the cost-of-service 
reduction. Edison proposes that the benefits and burdens be 

'" 
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equalized by either (1) reflecting only the actual revenues 
received when computing r4Wenue requirements; or (2) by imposing 
a fuel cost adjustment on sales to DWR. Alternative (1) is 
reeotnmende<l by Edison beca.use of the possibility of ~"R. w1.:th
drawing the O:oville-~lito power for its own use wi~h a 
resultant need by Edison of obteining sui)stitute po'to7el:' '" 

LADT;7Pfavors alteX'1'lL1tive (2) on the ba.sis that 11 fuel 
cost adjustment would cause the price paid for cnargy by DWR to 
more closely reflect the actual cost of such energy and D~ fevors 
alte=net1ve (1) on the basis that all three con~raets sho~ld be 
eO!ls1dcred BS a whole with bot11 the ber.:efits 811d burde'QS .eeeru1.ns 
to the ratcp:lyer. 

According to testimony of Edison's witness, altc:na
tive (1) could be imple:nant2d 'by the s!Ir.ple expedient of 
proper application of the cost allocation procedure. Sciusting 
the purchased power expense to th~ revenues received from the 
$.1.les~ however, only accommodates a portion of th2 allcsed 
revenue deficiency bur~2n being applied to the stockholder. The 
major portion of the rcvenu~ deficiency burden would have to be 
shifted from the ~bareholder to the ratepayer by a slight modifi
ea':ion of the ]"'\~thod of com;tuting the fuel cost adjustment 'billing 
factor. Decision NO. 85731 ~rovides t~At the revenue def1eier~y 
for sales to DW'R be included in the ECAC revenues to be recov'a'6d 
f=om the balance of the ratepa.yers, th~reby a.dopting, in ~ff~etlf 
altern~ive. (1). Consequently, no further eonsidcr.st1on of t*a;is 

item is necessary in thic proceeding • 

.. ' 
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VII - SERVICE 

During the first eight d.l.ys of hearing several parties 
prcs~nted statements or testimony concerning alleged service proD
le1!1s. Edison was di.ect~d to investigate these matters .end 
report the results of these inv¢stigations :0 the staff. !he 
matters were reportedly satisfactorily resolved. !he re14tively 
small nuober of service complaints indicetes that a generally 
high,level of service is being provided by Edison. 

VII! - OTHER ITEMS 
After an examination of Edison's accounting and finan

cial records, together with those of its domestic subsicllcries 
fo= the years 1972, 1973, and.1974, staff Finar.c1al Examiner II 
Rene A. AA'GJ.S expressed criticisms and made reeom:nend&tlor.s on 
el~en of Edison's accounting practices as follows: 

1. Edison included land cost for CWI? in ADC inter¢s~ 
base whereas staff recommends it 'be maineained in land helC: 
for future use until the project is completed. Edison r~Jieed 
its accounting practiees to conform to staff's recommendation. 

2. Sea:f recommends an annual reconciliatio~ of general 
ledger accounts with continuing property records. Eeison 
maintains that sueh accounting is, from a praetic~l standpo~nt, 
neither possible nor n~cess4ry and that were it possibl~ it 
would have no impact on costs borne by ratepayers. We will 
accept Edison's pOlsition on this matter. 

3. Staff recommends removal from plant accounts of the 
abando~~d Ormond Beach Generating Station offshore mooring 
facility and marine oil pipeli:e. !his =atter W&S discussed 
under the section of this d~cision relating to rate base. 

" . 
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4. Staff reco=ends that work orders be crec:a.ted a 
fair value for energy produced during test periods instead of 
just the fuel cost of th~ ~nergy. Edison takes the position 
that a higher credit for the energy would =esult in higher 
opersting costs with no effect on the ratepayer. Edison's 
position appears reasonable. 

S. Staff recommends that the staff be kept informed of 
ell research and d~elopment progre~s costing eve: $1 million. 
Edison asserts it al~eady endeavors to comply with this recom
mendation. 

6. Edison has reportedly already implemented the s=aff's 
recommend~ nuclear fuel reprocessing accounting procedure. 

7. Staff recommends that certain dues and donations be 
e,:cluded from operating expenses and included in Account No. 426, 
Miscellaneous Income Deductions. These items were considered 
unaer ¢xpenses and appropriate ratemaking adjustments were made. 

8. St&ff reeoI:Qends that the uncall ~ctible res~rve 
be based on six-months' actual write-off. Edison points o~~. 
that th~ reserve increase, adjusted in 1974, h4s no effect: on 
1976 test year results and need not be considered in this 
proceeding. w~ agree. 

9. Staff recommends disallowance of "spread-loss" 
insurance premiums. !his metter was r¢solved under. the expense 
portion of this decision. 

10. Staff r~com:nends that future nuclea.r insurance 
premiums be reduced by refunds received. The record shows that 
these refunds were ~de in 1974 on premiums paid in 1973. A 

continuation of such premi1Jm refunds is problematical and should 
not be reflected in our 1976 test year results • 

• ,0 
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11. Staff recommends ~hat we O:i5allo"'..: the estimated 
or actual court settlement involving discrimination in 
C1ll?loyment practices as an o~erating expense as such practices 
are contrary to the social responsibilities of everyone 
including Edison. This matter was resolved in the expense 
portion of this decision. 

IX - FINDINGS AND CONCLUSION 

'Findin~s 

1. Southern California Edison Company is in need of 
additional revenues but the proposed increase of $339 million 
(21 percent) is excessive. 

2. A reasonable rate of return to be applied to Edison's 
california jurisidictiona1, rate base is 8.8 percent. 

S. 'The 12 .. 63 percent return on common equity included in 
the computations deriving the above 8.8 percent rate of return 
is reasonable and includes consideration of the election of 
Option 2, ratable flow-through, for the additional investment 
tax credit allowances permitted by the Tax Reduction Act of 1975. 

4. The 12.63 percent re~urn on COt'l:non equity will provide 
an interest coverage on Edison's debt of 2.71 times after taxes • . 

'. 
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5. !he adopted estimates previously discussed herein of 
operatiDg revenues, operating expenses~ and rate base for ehe 
test year 1976 reasonably indicate the results of Edison's 
operations in the near future. Specific findings on some of 
the more controversial issues are: 

4.. The adopted California jurisdictional revenues and 

fossil fuel expenses reflect the base rates and fuel costs 
established by Decision No. 81919. 

b. A lump sum adjustment of $2,052,000 to reflect an 
8.5 percent overall w~ge increase rather than an an~icipa~ed 7 p~ce:: 
increase effective January 1, 1976 is reasonable. 

c. Edison's announced additional cost reduction program 
designed to further cut expenses by 5 percent should result ~ 
additional savines to Edison of $11,000,000 for the test year 1976. 

d. Edison' s estimat~s of its own bydroproductiotl, and the 
staff's estfmates of Hoover generation, economy energy purchases, 
and Pacific Northwest surplus energy are reasonable for the test 
year 1976. 

e. A reasonable allowance for advertising and public 
relations is $800,000. 
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f. The "spread-loss·' insurance premium of $1,430~OOO is 
a reasonable amount for inclusion in Edison's operating expenses 
for the test year 1976. 

g. The Vidal write-off of $865,000 a year (one-fifth of 
the total cost to be amortized) is disallowed. 

h. The staff's inclusion of an $11 million income tax 
reduction for repair allowance is reasonable. 

i. Edison's selection of Option 2, ratable flow-through, 
for the increased ITC allowances provided in the TRA of 1975 
reduces external financing requirements and thereby redu.ces 
investor risk and should be included in our consideration of 
a proper rate of return. 

j. Monies received from governmental agencies for the 
relocation of electric facilities are properly includable in 
computing depreeiation expense. 

k. The inclusion of nonoperative construction work in 
progress in rate base is adverse to the public interest. 

1. The inclusion of replacement plant and plant installed 
to meet environmental requirements at other than ~ weighted 
average basis is an im?roper ratemaking procedure. 

m. The staff's estimate of fossil fuel stock based on 
90 days' average requirements with an approximate 25 percent 
unpaid invoice adjustment is reasonable. 

n. The staff's estimate of the savings in distribution 
plant resulting from Edison's transformer load management 
program is reasonable. 
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6. For the purpose of allocating cost and rate base between 
jurisdictions, the modifiee peak responsibility ~ethod is reasonable. 

7. For the purpose of allocating average coSt between 
classes or customers within California jurisdictional o~rations 
the Y~R methcd should be used in the future. r~ginal cost data 
should also be develo~ed • . 

8. EdiSon'S California jurisdictional rates should be 

increased approximately $122.5 million over its base rates in e!!ect 
on December 30, 1975 which equates to $44.5 million over the rates 
authorized by Decision No. S5294 which granted Edison an S$O 
~illion partial general rate increase (or $7$.1 million on the 
adcpted sales herein). Tnis ~ounts to a 2.6l percent increase 
over current revenue including ECAC. 

9. The increase in rates and charges' authorized by this 
decision is justified and is reasonable; the present rates and 
charges, insofar as they differ fro~ those prescribed by the 
decision, are for the future unjust and unreasonable. 

10. The apportionment of the authorized rate increase to 
the various custocer groups as previously described is reasonable. 

The Commission concludes that the application should 
be granted to the extent set forth in the order which follows. 
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ORDER .................... 
IT IS ORDERED that after the effective date of this order, 

Southern california Edison Company is authorized to file revised 
r:lte schedules with rates increased from present levels by .. 092 
cents per kilowatt-hour for all rate sehedul~s. Such filing shall 
comply with General Order No.. 96-A.. The effective date of the revised 
schedules shall be t:wo days after ehe date of filing. The revised 

schedules shall apply only to service rendered on and after the 
effective date hereof .. 

The effective date of this order shall be twenty days 
after the date hereof. 

Dated .at San Fr:l.nciscO , CalifOrnia, this :2 /~ 
day of DECEMBER , 197~. 

~~V..V 

'tV~ 

, " 

Commissl.oners 
Co:mn1ss1otlor Robort. &:l't,inoV1cb. being 
noco~~11y ~b30l)~, ~14 no~ pcrt1c1pa~~ 
1n 'tho ~1:3])Os1'tion ot t.ll1s proceod.1:lg .. 

J--~ r a-~ 
~ 

~...c".Go-C~~~~ 

cO~ 
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APPENDIX A 

1.Ist OF APPEARANCES 

Appliee.nt: Rollin E. Woodbury, Robert J. cahall, 'William E. 
Marx, Dennis G. Monge, by William E. }fAr'X, Dennis G. Monge, 
and Richard K. Durant, Attorneys &1: taw. -

. Protestants: Ceors,e Gilmore, Attorney at Law, Dr. Eug~ne ~le, 
and Sylvia M. Sl.esel, for 'Io'Ward Utility Rate r~onr.arizat on, 
Consumers t"eG:e,:,s.t1on of californi&, Fight Inflation Together, 
Energy Reform Group, Citizens of San Bernardino, U~18nd, etc.; 
snd Robert: D. Rudnick, Attorney 4,t taw., for FOWER(People 
Ou~raged W!~n Electric Ra:es). 

Interested Parties: T. ~7. Anderson and" A.. t-T• Hooton, for Gen~ral 
Por:land, Inc., calilornia Division; Best, Best & Krieger, by 
Michael D. Harris, Arthur L. Littleworeh, and Glen Z. Stephcns~ 
Attorneys et Law, for Dese=t Water Agency, City ot=FaIi ~?rines, 
Palm Springs Unified School District, Desert 2o$pi~1 Distric~, 
and Desert Hot Springs County Water Agency; Will H. Br3.unle, 
fo:: Safeway Stores, Inc.; Brobeck" Phleger & Harrison, sy
Gordon E. Davis, 'I'hOtUlS G. ~ood, Attorneys at taw, and Robert E. 
Burt, for california Manufac:urers Associa:ion; Richard~. 
De'LUe,.e, Attorney at 'Law, Edward Sherry .. and Dr. Harris Sissel, 
Ior Air Products and Ch~cals, Ine.; Frank J b DorSet' Attor::ey 
a. t Law, and Daniel J. Reed" for Consumer:tn~e:ces1:s 0= the 
Executive Agency of the United States; Enright, Elliott & Betz" 
by No'rtn~n Elliott, Atto:n~ at taw, for Monoli::h P'o~lat1d 
Cement Co. and Con:rcittee to Protest california Economy; 
~ennis B. Ke.vanagh~ Attorney at law, for Golden Sute Mob~lhome 
Owners League; PaUl P. Hendricks, for City of Vernon; Granam & 
James, by B,?r1s-H. Ukuste. ana David J. ~.erch3nt, Attorneys at 
Law, for Wes::ern Mo5Iiehome Assoc:Gi~ron; Qii!iam L. Knecht ,and 
'V7;.11ia:n.H. Ed'(A:srds, Attorneys at Law, for-ca"!ifornri f'am 
Bureau Fedel:ation; Arthur K1rgel 4nd Joe v!estmorels.nd, for 
City of Riverside; tT."""'C. teist and R. F. Smith, for Union 
Carbide Corp.; Over1:on, Lyman & Prince. "by Doneld H. Ford, 
Attorney at. Law, for Southwestern Portla.nd C~nt CO.; 
¥illiam M. 'Pfeiffer and David B. Follett, Attorneys et L'lw, 

or SOut'fiern california. 'ees i!O'mpany; JOhn R. ?h111ips, 
Attorney at Law, for Planning and Conservation teague; B\..'"%t 
Pines, City Attorney, by Frederick H. Kranza Jr., Attorney ~t 
Law, for tos Angeles Depa:tment of Water an Power; I.ouis 
Possner~ for City of Long Beach; Kennsth M. Robinson~ At:orney 
a-e-Law, and Geor~e ~. Scheer, for kaiser Steel COrporation; 
Robert W. RusseI , by~Kenneth E. Cud~, for City of tos Angele~; 
R. M. Shil1ito, for Calrforn!a Reca~lers Association; James F. 
So't'~nsen, for Friant Water Users Association; John P. Te::ur' 
tor LOs Angele's Department of Water and Power;-Robert P. ll, 
John M. Davenp¢:z:t~ R. D. Twom!:I, and Gerald Winer::nan, Attorneys 
at 'Law, for Metropolitan Water District of Southenl California; 
and M. Kea te Yorley:" Attorney at Law. for Texaeo" It1c. 

Cottz:l).ission Staff: :r:tmothtnE. Tr.uc:y. Attoxuey at. Law. Robert c. 
Moeek" and Kenneth K. ewe 
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COMX!SSIONER WILLIAJ.'1 SW.oNS, JR., Concurring in Part and 
Dissenting in Part 

I concur with the ~~cre~se approved in the single ordering paragraph 

insofar as it provides a portion of the financial relief whioh the facts show 

is needed and justifieO.; however, I take issue with five major poi.."1ts in the 

body of dis,:ussion: (1) rate of return, (2) construction work in progress, 

(3) budget for public information, (4) method of cost allocation and rate 

design and (5) write-off of Vidal Plant.. Overall, I judge ~~_e. :.r~sul~i..-1g. -

level of earn~~gs to be seriously deficient. 

1.. 'Rate of Return 

Wnile not ;rant~~g Edison's requested 9.6% rate of return, I find the 

hearing Examiner's proposed 9.~~ rate of return more appropriate th~"1 the 

punitive 8.8% adopted here today. The utility'S external fin~"1cing 

requirements through 1978 are subst~"1tially greater than it has experienced 

in the recent past" With" a . 9. ~~' rate of return, the resulting return on 

capital should meet that minimum needed to attract capital at a reasonable 

cost and not impair the credit of Edison. Even at the 9.2% rate of return 

level, we note that the "times i ... ·l.terest ooverage" of 2.91 which resulted 

i..~ Edison's last general rate case decision in 1973 (Decision No. 81919) 

will slip to 2 .. 83. 

L"1sufficient earnings also are signalled by the degree to which the 

purchase price of common stock has fallen below book value. The probable 

outcome of today's order with its ~ .. 8% rate of return and a result~~g 12.63% 

return on equity has been ~~own to the investment community for several 

weeks.. That this return is inadeo.uate may be disoerned from the results of 

the recent sale of Edison common stock. On December S, 1976, Edison sold 

5,000,000 shares of common stock. '!'he price rec~ived was .s.bol.lt, $22/Share .. This 

occurree at a time when current book value was over $30/share. 
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Investment Tax Credit. The reason which really deterrrd-~es this 

low 8.8% rate of return is not disee~nible in this decision. ~erhaps it 

is caused by a desire by the majority to rech~~~el the effects of the 

Federal Investment Tax Credit. I have dissented from such attempts in the 

past because they. are dangerous and ·contrary to the policy of Congress. 
. , 

(See Dissenting Opinion to D. 85627, Y~rch 30, 197~) I consider it foolhardy 

for state regulators to run such a risk where the state's utilities and 

their customers stand to be the ultimate fall guys. I c~~ understand the 

terrorized state of the major utilities who fear (1) not just ~dock~~g~ of 

millions of dollars in ear.xL~gs by the california Commission because of the 

utulity's free selection ITC Option 2, but (2) having to pay a second time 

because the bullying conduct of the California Commission causes the 

Internal Revenue Service to disallow California companies the 6% investment 

tax credit. The CommiSSion majority may consider itself safe because it 

has been imprecise as to the qu~~titative impact of this consideration . 

(today's Opinion, page 22, also Finding #3, page 103). But if this ~enismatic~ 

approach fails before the IRS, I suspect we will be treated to a further 

shameful episode in this ITC affair, as the responsible regulators try to 

push the b1a~e off onto the utility companies. 

2 •. Nono'Oerative Construct'io:1 Work In Proaress (NOCW'IP) 

Current_zize~le .. increa.ses i...~ (1) construction. time, (2) cost',of 

capital, and (3) size of capital projects argue for some inclusion of NOCWI? 

in rate base. When consideration is given to the tax deductibility of the 

debt component of return, we have a method of increasing cash flow at the 

rate of approximately one dollar for every dollar and Q half of revenue, 

a superior method of increasing cash flow. The NOCWI? in rate base also 

eliminates the discr.epancy 0: the allowance for :unds used during const.ruction 

(ADC) which is currently at the 8% level, where the cost of capital runs 

in excess of 9%. 
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, Partial inclusion ,at this time of NOCWIP in rate b~se wou~d be ~p,ro,ria .. t:e 

and beneficial. It would be a transition from the present future cost 

payment method to this pay-ss~ou-go basis, and should be limited initially. 

For the case at hand and for consideration in later cases, we would do well 

to follOW the policy example of Federal Power Commission Order No. 555 

dated November 8, 1976. In that case, NOCWI? related to pollution abatement 

plant modification was allowed. Rather than the Examiner's proposed 

$300 million NOCWI? inclusion, pollution-abatement-related NOCWI? per 

Exhibit 47 in this proceeding would provide a $45 million rate 'base 

allowance equivalent to a $7.4 million revenue r~uirement at a 9.2% rate 

of return. 

3. Bud~et for Public Information 

A nsmaller ticketn , but vital item ~~ this decision is the slashing of 

the Public R.elations/Public Information budget of the utility from 

approximately $3,800,000 down to $800,000. L~ the pUblic diseussion by the 

Commissioners urging this course, lack of sufficient documentation was the 

given eX?lanation. Yet, we see emerg-lng from the newly inserted language , , 

a thrust not just for documentation, but a blatant attempt to control the 

content of the information the utility may give to the public in the 

ordil"l.ary course of bUSiness. Proceeding in an Orwellia."'l. manner, 

co~rnunication of thoughts not specifically permitted is forbidden. On 

page 51, only i.."'Lformational advertising expense of, ,$10,000 for 1<.i~e·safe:tY .. ~ , 
messages and $40,000 in notices of financial offeri~s are allowed. 

Conservation mess~ges are also allowed. But specifi~a.lly excluded, even 
. . 

though neither the P.U.C. staff nor hearing Exami..~er recommended it, were 

$400,000 for plant safety and siting advertising or ~150,OOO for a diseussion 

of viable future energy sources. 
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v~y should the public be cut off from disc~ssion of viable future 

energy sources by the energy utilities? It ~oesnTt make sense. H~~cvcr, 

if we recall that special ~olitical interest grou,s have sou;ht to 

silence the utilities, and that certa~~ Commissioners have expressed ire 

crt: utility discussions of Nuclear Power, -"e ca.~ see that what may not ~e 

good government may be "gooo.1T polities. This whole area is too il'nport<mt 

to allow government power to be used to stifle full public discussion. 

Further attention wij,l have to be ,aid to exactly what is in the 1Tguideli.~e~ff 

the government is impos i .. • .. 9' • 

4. Method 0: Cost Allocation and Rate Desicn 
, - ' 

Greater care must be given to cost allocation and rate design. 'I 

agree with the Examiner's recommendation that we maintain the use of the 

Monthly Peak Respons~ility method for jurisdictional allocations ~~d the 

Load Factor Diversity Factor method for california jurisdictional allocations. 

Tne deciSion on rate spread is made less crucial by'the fact it is ~alanced 

by a Simultaneous rate reduction due to the operation of the energy cost 

adjustment clause. Yet, simply hiking rates on a u:u:orm cent-per-kilQ\llat-e 

hour ignores relating prices to ac-eual costs. Test~mony, such as r~. Reed 

for the Califorr.ia r~ufacturers Assoeiatio~that present domestic rates 

ir. the Edison system as authorized by Decision No. 85294 are ir~u:ficient 

to meet the out-of-~OCket cost to serve for usages under 1,500 Xwhr a 

month which includes 98.8% of the bills rendered by the utility, snould 

r~ng a.~ alarm bell_ We must have rates where each class-~residenti~, 

commercial, industrial or otne%,-?ulls their a~ wei;ht as to costs. 

nLifel~~e", "welfare1T or ffincome redistribution1T rates can spell doom 

for the economic future of California with faxm products too e~ensive 
. 

to market, a."'ld business a..'1d j o~s drive:. trom Califorr.ia .. 
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s. Write-off of Vidal Plant 

The amortization of the Vida.l nuclear generati.."lg· station is another 

victim of alleged insufficient documentation, though the hearing Exam~"ler 

did not so find. On this point it should be noted that the staff did not 

testify against the propriety of the wri~e-off,assuming cost savi.."lgs 

i.."1formation was 'available ••. TodayT s decision is too terce' concerni."l!:; 

the future course the Commission i."ltends to take regarding ,this expe~~e. 

I would have added to the discussion by noti.."lg that the Commission does 

not intend to preclude subsequent relief on this point in a special 

proceeding where further documentation a"ld evaluation will be possible. 

San Francisco~ California' 
December 21, 1976 
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COMMISSIONER VE&~ON L. STURGEON, Concurring in Part and 
Disscn~inz in Part 

The return on rate base and the resultant return 

on common stock equity authorized herein is the product of 

total disregard of the prinCiples laid down in Federal Power, 

Commission v Hope N~tural Gas Company, (1944) 320 US 591. 

I deem this a serious charge as these prinCiples are, without 

doubt, to utility regulation what Polaris is to navigation. 

Change being both inevitable and constant, it is 

to say the least, disconcerting to witness irresponsible over

reaction to it. 

There is nothing in this record which warrants 

adjustment outside of the Hope guidelines. 

Rate levels for a straight electric utility 

authorized to produce a rate of return of 8.8~ and a return on 

common equity of 1165,t::will not allow Southern California Edison 

Company to operate successfully, maintain financial integrity 

and attract capital. These are the guidelines set forth by Hope 

and found essential to produce an It ••• end result which will be 

just and reasonable." 

It follows that applicant will not be able to 

maintain i:s present high level of service ~nd will not be able 

to adequntcly assist in the discovc~y, development ~nd conserva:ion 

of energy. 

San Francisco, California 
December 21, 1976 'zL~(~ 

Commissioner 


